
eleshaa Score Name Roll Number Class/Batch/Year Introduce yourself & your surroundingDefine environment in your words: 1. Natural 2. Cultural 3. Socio-Economic PoliticalWhat is your dream role? Discuss your human valuesMake  a  word File of all the questions & answer & Submit it

13/10/2022 15:06:43 0 / 5 Riteek Ranjan CSJMA21001390342 MEE-2K21 Good Morning all of you my name is Riteek Ranjan . I am from varanasi.

Everything that surronds us constitute environment.
1. Natural Environment- It is the environment or natural world comprises of all living and non- living things ocurring naturally.

2 .Cultural Environment- are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside,forests,urban areas and cities.

3 .Socio-Economic Political Environment- are environment that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions.My dream role is to get admission in IIT and learn about machine design and want to contibute my learnings in desining field.

My human values are - 1 I am helping in nature.
2. I am friendly to everyone.
3.Feels comfort in acquiring new environment..https://drive.google.com/open?id=12hca3N9z0t8Yh6ZYFAMlE4MZ88GFdMSU

13/10/2022 16:16:25 0 / 5 Harsh Kumar CSJMA21001390507 BTech/Mechanical Engineering/2nd yearMyself Harsh Kumar and as a human my surroundings are trees,river, forest land,grass land, agriculture land , mountain etc.

Natural - the geographical appearance around us is natural environment
Cultural -  the culture and rituals of our surroundings is known as cultural environment
Socio-Economic Political -our  the social , economical and political surroundings are categorised in this kind of environment.My dream role is to protect,enrich our environment for next generation.My human values are respect everyone's identity,liberty and mutual prosperity.

13/10/2022 17:08:44 0 / 5 Abhishek rao CSJMU21001390304 B tech/2021/2022

My self Abhishek rao
I am from kushinagar
In my surrounding is Green environmental areas

1-The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial.

3-Our "environment" includes both social and physical determinants of health. Social impacts on health are embedded in the broader environment and shaped by complex relationships between economic systems and social structuresSustainable development always encourages us to conserve and enhance our resources, by gradually changing the manners in which we develop and use technologies. All Countries should meet their basic needs of employment, food, energy, water, and sanitation. Everybody is rightful to a healthy, safe, and clean environmentBasic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

13/10/2022 17:31:27 0 / 5 Neeraj vishwakarma 334 B tech/ 2k21/2022 My self Neeraj vishwakarma,I am from azamgarh 

NATURAL - The environment which is non made by human beings is called naturally occurring things or in other words the surrounding which is natural derived is called Nature.
2.CULTURAL -Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads etc. Are the cultural environment.
3.SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLITICAL -Social and economic factors, such as income, education, employment, community safety, and social supports can significantly affect how well and how long we live.There’s no way around it. Sustainability is an extremely urgent and universal concern. We can no longer put off our efforts to fight the climate crisis. The time to act is now.     For businesses, the challenge of sustainable transformation is balancing the need to keep business in motion while making changes to reach your sustainability ambitions.  So for environmental concern development should be teken in data sustainable manner Human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.

13/10/2022 17:34:27 0 / 5 Bipin CSJMA21001390506 B.TECH /Mechanical /2 yearMy name is  BIPIN. I am from  LUCKNOW . I  have a nuclear family . I have completed Diploma from SIT Institute. My hobbies are Playing Kabbadi , Listening music ,Reading books .

1- Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth. 
2- cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.
3- Socio-Economic :-Where socio-economic refers to social differences caused by individual economic states, and socio-political refers to differences between social and political groups, socio-politico-economic seems to be mainly a mashup of the words. My only dream is  being healthy and happy. Changing my lifestyle, my diet, exercising more, trying to stress less. For many people my dream may seem insignificant, but believe me that a person who was sick for a long period of time would understand how valuable it is.  Honesty, trustworthiness, diligence, discipline, fairness, love, peace, justice, empathy and stewardship of the environment. Human values can also extend to selflessness and prioritizing other people’s needs before the self.

13/10/2022 17:41:25 0 / 5 Abhinav Yadav CSJMA21001390301 MEE/2021-25/2nd yr. I'm Abhinav Yadav and I'm a mechanical engineering student from Varanasi , basically surrounding  is all the circumstances , people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment :-  'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment :- 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviors that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment :- It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment :- The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet , but if I had to choose I would probably say help the other people(especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. And  I would also adore to see people thriving with the aesthetic nature.

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc..

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FpSXFA_LAoznSZX4w5xIaj4zFxYCNN56

13/10/2022 17:46:24 0 / 5 Atul Gupta 316 Btech MEE 2nd Hello everyone my self Atul Gupta . I am from Ghazipur .Surrounding refers to everything that is around a particular person, place or thing. The lawn and bushes that are all around your house are an example of things that would be described as surrounding your house.

1. The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2. Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial.
3. The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place.My dream role environment is one where I'm able to work as part of a team and that allows everyone's talents to grow.My human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Uh8KAARPGcub_Gw3q2wfOt9rWZnHfpDH

13/10/2022 18:21:12 0 / 5 RAVI Yadav CSJMU 21001390341 BTech/Mee/2022 My name is Ravi Yadav from goarkhpur

Definition of
1-Natural-Political economy is an interdisciplinary branch of the social sciences that focuses on the interrelationships among individuals, governments, and public policy. Political economists study how economic theories such as capitalism, socialism, and communism work in the real world.
2-Cultural-The behaviors, norms, and values that people use to understand and explain their physical and social environment.Culture connect to environment as like -The people have adapted their ways of life and behaviors to survive in their unique environment. Explain that different cultures develop different characteristics primarily because of adaptations to environments. Traditions on begin as people find rituals and routines that help them survive.
3-Socio-economic political -These systems and structures impact the distribution of resources, money and power in a community and around the world. This distribution, known as the socioeconomic environment, shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.ideal teachaer Human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y7g3IsEi01PGKrzQW2RoK6Npb2pOy7bt

13/10/2022 18:29:08 0 / 5 Surya Pratap Singh CSJMA21001390349 MEE/2K21/2
 Hello everyone My self  Surya Pratap Singh from Mirzapur .
My Surroundings is very good .

1. Natural -The non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth.

2.Cultural-The cultural environment consists of the influence of religious, family, educational, and social systems in the marketing system.

3.Socio -Economic Political - The context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions.I want to become IPS  because their uniform attracts me.The values which are considered basic inherent values in include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness .https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TXzY5zj3EBob8W6i55sb2PH5MtPXNq79AJ7t5Ydu6RU
13/10/2022 18:40:47 0 / 5 Brijesh Pal 318 Btech MEE 2yr My name is Brijesh Pal.Currently I am pursuing Btec froem Kanpur UNiversity. I am  Published writer.Currently I am working on book publication.Environment is everything that is around us. It can be living or nonliving things. It includes physical, chemical and other natural forces. Living things live in their environment. They constantly interact with it and adapt themselves to conditions in their environment.My dream role is writing. i am working in improving  my skills Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at largehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1RpiAZQxqEcSed8MW8CE7FfvVWFeIzIVP

13/10/2022 18:51:11 0 / 5 Neeraj vishwakarma 334 B tech/2k21/2022 My name is Neeraj Vishwakarma,I am from  Azamgarh.

1-Natural-Political economy is an interdisciplinary branch of the social sciences that focuses on the interrelationships among individuals, governments, and public policy. Political economists study how economic theories such as capitalism, socialism, and communism work in the real world.
2-Cultural-The behaviour, norms, and values that people use to understand and explain their physical and social environment. Culture  connect to environment as like -The people have adapted their ways of life and behaviour to survive in their unique environment. Explain that different cultures develop different characteristics primarily because of adaptations to environments. Traditions on begin as people find rituals and routines that help them survive.
3-Socio-economic political -These systems and structures impact the distribution of resources, money and power in a community and around the world. This distribution, known as the socioeconomic environment, shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.

Perfect Engineer.  Ans-According to me human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h_kfZWetnIxuu_iuHnvajmpzLNvfeGU4

13/10/2022 18:52:10 0 / 5 Namresh kumar 333,c2 (Mee) My name is namresh kumar,I am student of b.tech(Mee) kanpur University I am from my jalaun and complete my 10th and 12th from pggic inter College ghatampur 

Natural environment means that the how much we are closed and surrounded by nature.nature means here driversities of plants and animals and also other included insect and some other small living beings
Culture: culture surrounding means that living in which type of culture followed by people in which society the particular person is living.
Political: political environment means that the how the people of society in which we  are living are ingaged in the politics or what is the impact of the politics on the people.Aerospace Engineer Human values: Basic human values refer to those values which are at core of being human.the values which are considered basic inherent values in human included truth, honestly, loyalty,love, peace,etc.

13/10/2022 19:07:37 0 / 5 Avantika Jaiswal CSJMA21001390317 2nd year My name is Avantika Jaiswal. I am student of BTech to mechanical engineering department.Everything our surrounding is environment the natural world, for example the land, air and water, in which people, animals and plants live.Become a good programmer I have kindness heart and I never want to heart anyone. I am able to carry on friends and family.I want to happyness and prosperous full life in continuity https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BwrESIgJHzCx2yIb9TUjX8Sc1Zj89sKT

13/10/2022 19:23:16 0 / 5 Saurabh singh Csjma21001390345 B.tech / 2nd year My self Saurabh singh from allahabad . Iam pursuing my b tech from uiet kanpur . It's my 2 nd year . there is greenery and a lots of trees and plants all around me. 

Natural :, in the broadest sense, is the physical world or universe. "Nature" can refer to the phenomena of the physical world, and also to life in general. The study of nature is a large, if not the only, part of science.

Cultural : means relating to a particular society and its ideas, customs, and art.

socioeconomics:  (also known as social economics) is the social science that studies how economic activity affects and is shaped by social processes. In general it analyzes how modern societies progress, stagnate, or regress because of their local or regional economy, or the global economy.

to improve the globalwarming becoming a scientistBasic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

13/10/2022 19:44:32 0 / 5 Vishesh Namdev CSJMA21001390353 B.Tech/2021/2nd Hi everyone, Myself Vishesh Namdev and I'm a student of mechanical engineering branch. Surroundings refers to everything which is present near and around us.

1. Natural: Natural Environment is a environment which is  consists of all plants, animals and micro-organisms.
2. Cultural:  Cultural Environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside ,forests, urban structures, roads, industries, etc.
3. Socio-Economic Political: It refers to the system and structure which has a impact on the distributionMy dream role is to a professional mechanical engineer so that I can help to save our environment  by making environment-friendly devices. Discuss your human values

Human Values includes-
Austerity
Respect
Solidarity
Co-responsibility. https://drive.google.com/open?id=10OdvsCdtZ3iw4L5g6mk9yDJkX0J3EjRy

13/10/2022 19:50:10 0 / 5 Dheeraj Sharma CSJMA21001390356 B.Tech ,2nd year,MEE
Good afternoon mam,
My self Dheeraj Sharma and I am a Mechanical Engineering , I am very punctual and want to do all my work at the right time .I like to eat plain nad healthy food.I enjoy dancing , reading book, playing badminton .I never leave my classes and also attend every class

1.Natural - A natural substance .people say that breast- feeding is better than bottle feeding because it's more natural 

2.Cultural- Culture can be defined as all the ways of life including arts, beliefs and institutions of a population that are passed down from generation to generation. Culture has been called "the way of life for an entire society." As such, it includes codes of manners, dress, language, religion, rituals, art.

3.socio-Economic political-Social and economic factors, such as income, education, employment, community safety, and social supports can significantly affect how well and how long we live. These factors affect our ability to make healthy choices, afford medical care and housing, manage stress, and more.My dream is , I am always happy with my family and mere Mahadev ji mere sath hamesha raje Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

13/10/2022 19:51:53 0 / 5 Abhishek Gupta 302 B.tech (MEE) 2nd Year My name is Abhishek gupta ,I am from khushinagar

1:- NATURAL 
 In order to enrich their lives, people have used natural resources, and in the process have brought about many changes in the natural environment. Human settlements, roads, farmlands, dams, and many other elements have all developed through the process. All these man-made components are included in human cultural environment, Erving Goffman in particular emphasising the deeply social nature of the individual environment.

2:- CULTURAL:-
Much has been written on the subject of culture and its consequences. Whilst on the surface most countries of the world demonstrate cultural similarities, there are many differences, hidden below the surface. One can talk about "the West", but Italians and English, both belonging to the so called "West", are very different in outlook when one looks below the surface. The task of the global marketer is to find the similarities and differences in culture and account for these in designing and developing marketing plans. Failure to do so can be disasterous.

3:- SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLITICAL:-
The term socioeconomic refers to the interaction between the social and economic habits of a group of people — like the dating habits of millionaires! The prefix socio- refers to "the study of the behaviors of people," including the ways they interact with one another or their family structures.

perfect engineer

According to me human values are the virtues that guide us take into 
account the human element when we interact with other human beings.Humans
values are,for example ,respect,acceptance,consideration,appreciation
listening openness,affection,empathy and love towards other human beings

13/10/2022 20:08:37 0 / 5 Satyam Prasad CSJMA21001390344 2nd year Hi everyone, Myself Satyam Prasad and I'm a student of mechanical engineering branch. Surroundings refers to everything which is present near and around us.

1. Natural: Natural Environment is a environment which is  consists of all plants, animals and micro-organisms.
2. Cultural:  Cultural Environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside ,forests, urban structures, roads, industries, etc.
3. Socio-Economic Political: It refers to the system and structure which has a impact on the distribution of resources, money and power in a community and around the world.My dream role is to a professional mechanical engineer so that I can help to save our environment  by making environment-friendly devices.

Human Values includes-
Austerity
Respect
Solidarity
Co-responsibility. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OcAl4O3tArU3WtbOTI3i-ZGWj1YKgImV

13/10/2022 20:09:58 0 / 5 Aditya Pratap 3 B.Tech Mechanical 2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HmrDUynBd0M9TxtiP0kKvKc2E6F5LPMD

13/10/2022 20:31:46 0 / 5 Divya Saxena CSJMA21001390323 2nd Year Hi everyone, Myself Divya Saxena and I'm a student of mechanical engineering branch. Surroundings refers to everything which is present near and around us.

1. Natural: Natural Environment is a environment which is  consists of all plants, animals and micro-organisms.
2. Cultural:  Cultural Environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside ,forests, urban structures, roads, industries, etc.
3. Socio-Economic Political: It refers to the system and structure which has a impact on the distribution of resources, money and power in a community and around the world.My dream role is to a professional mechanical engineer so that I can help to save our environment  by making environment-friendly devices.

Human Values includes-
Austerity
Respect
Solidarity
Co-responsibility. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JtFL3UM3Rhu7ekhDmswLJdIgWNy5OZq0

13/10/2022 21:43:22 0 / 5 Neha Soni CSJMA21001390335 2nd year My name is Neha Soni  & everything is surrounding .ALAKH PANDEY Sir Honesty https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JWt93NiY6o4a72w-n3AFg1JDu5jgANJE
13/10/2022 21:54:01 0 / 5 Kartikey Mishra CSJMA21001390061 CSE/2ND YEAR https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CvopKlf5fDPbErRHT8boM_m6vGfxtdIK

13/10/2022 21:58:58 0 / 5 Khushboo Yadav CSJMA21001390330 Btech MEE /2021/2nd Myself Khushboo Yadav. I belong to Gorakhpur. I am a Villager. The people of my surrounding used to do farming as their business. My village is situated at the bank of Ghaghara river. Wheat and rice are grown by farmer of my village. The weather of my village is going to be cold now a days. All types of weather are found in my village.

Environment in my words…
1.Natural Environment- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial.
2.Cultural Environment-The customs and collective beliefs of a set of people or society based on their culture, religion, region, nationality, language etc, called cultural environment.
3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to the way social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and households. These systems have a significant impact on the environment through deforestation, pollution, natural disasters, and energy production and use.My dream role is a teacher.My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family, Harmony in society and harmony in nature/existence.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dzyNXeUY3wqhDOJnCLZd7IWHwRzZcUbi

13/10/2022 22:07:53 0 / 5 Sangam Agrawal 343
This is me Sangam Agrawal, B-Tech MEE 2nd year (3rd semester student).
Surrounding:-  Surrounding is the place where we are living and doing all activities and all the things by which we are surrounded but this is very disappointed to know that now a days our surrounding is polluted a lot and the cause pollution is human being it self.We must take some important steps to stop the pollution and try to keep our surrounding neet and clean.

1-The term 'natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
2-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industries.
3-The term, “Socioeconomic Environment” is presented. It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.

My dream role is to become bureaucrat and want to serve the nation.
Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y9WAx3l2G5Dp8aELTiqhLL2SX0jAwxCV
13/10/2022 22:08:21 0 / 5

13/10/2022 23:44:31 0 / 5 Arpit Agrawal CSJMA21001390028 2021-25 I'm Arpit Agrawal and I'm a Computer Science Engineering student , basically surrounding is coexistence of all the living things around us.

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. And I would also adore to see people thriving with the aesthetic nature.

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc... https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZBn450fGHmrapKy__tyCMC7oIQ-ILIac

13/10/2022 23:47:09 0 / 5 ASTITVA NIGAM 315 B. tech   Mechanical engineering  2021-2025

Thank you madam for giving this opportunity, Myself   ASTITVA  NIGAM. I Am Pursuing my BTECH Mechanical Engineering from CHATRAPATI SAHUJI MAHARAJ UNIVERSITY. I am actually in 2nd year. 
I Completed My 10th and 12th from ESCORTS WORLD SCHOOL in my hometown – Kanpur. One of my hobby is SINGING but yes I also love to Play BASKETBALL AND TABLE TENNIS.
AS I am LOCALITE i.e. I don’t live in HOSTEL, I live with my family. So, here is Familiar Surrounding. But in college we (friend) play together, we study together. We live in Peace and Harmony

The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally. That means how much we are surrounded with plants, animals, insects etc. and how to preserve that.
Cultural environment is the activities of the human beings along with the relationship and with the environment they are living. Some of the main things includes in the cultural environment are: the education, the people living in the surrounding.
 Political environment is the study of political theories and ideas related to the environment.

My dream role is to Serve as a Merchant Navy officer for my nation to export and import the goods from one country to other country. So that there is A good relationship with my Beloved INDIA to other Countries

: According to me the human values denotes the degree of importance of something or action, with the aim of determining which actions are best to do or what way is best to live for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.
This principle can be practised by the individual to:
a.To our self
b.To our Family
c.To our society

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mf851qZlSIDMuw7FyDiHfirDspPLpTKm

13/10/2022 23:49:45 0 / 5 Ram Krishna Gupta CSJMA21001390340 2021-25 I'm Ram Krishna Gupta and I'm a Mechanical Engineering student , basically surrounding is coexistence of all the living things around us.

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.

I want to become billionaire.

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc...

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17PSdNrKTtD8bHMlcCTghlXuT0FQrwrAl

13/10/2022 23:50:34 0 / 5 ASTITVA NIGAM 315 B.tech mechanical eng.  2021-25

Thank you madam for giving this opportunity, Myself   ASTITVA        NIGAM. I Am Pursuing my BTECH Mechanical Engineering from CHATRAPATI SAHUJI MAHARAJ UNIVERSITY. I am actually in 2nd year. 
I Completed My 10th and 12th from ESCORTS WORLD SCHOOL in my hometown – Kanpur. One of my hobby is SINGING but yes I also love to Play BASKETBALL AND TABLE TENNIS.
AS I am LOCALITE i.e. I don’t live in HOSTEL, I live with my family. So, here is Familiar Surrounding. But in college we (friend) play together, we study together. We live in Peace and Harmony

The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally. That means how much we are surrounded with plants, animals, insects etc. and how to preserve that.
Cultural environment is the activities of the human beings along with the relationship and with the environment they are living. Some of the main things includes in the cultural environment are the education, the people living in the surrounding.
 Political environment is the study of political theories and ideas related to the environment.

: My dream role is to Serve as a Merchant Navy officer for my nation to export and import the goods from one country to other country. So that there is A good relationship with my Beloved INDIA to other Countries.

According to me the human values denotes the degree of importance of something or action, with the aim of determining which actions are best to do or what way is best to live for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.
This principle can be practised by the individual to:
a.To our self
b.To our Family
c.To our society

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12QzCNmhka1yE7voKVtl3jlBOUnQuEqmp

14/10/2022 00:12:08 0 / 5 Ashutosh Srivastava CSJMA21001390031 CSE1/2k21/2nd Year

Greetings, 
I am Ashutosh Srivastava, currently pursuing my undergraduate degree (Btech) in computer science from UIET Kanpur.
Being a student I find my life partially chaotic and peaceful.
From peaceful classes and lectures and friendly chaos with batchmates the surroundings are great.
It also includes the natural factors influencing my life daily in and out.
Good weather and pure air all enriched my surroundings and sums up to a pretty livelihood.

Environment according should obviously be associated with the word nature.
From being the natural purity of different things or natural changes we face in our day to day life.
Any environment established naturally turns out to be the best for any individual to live in.
Pure water and air with greeny gives a peaceful bliss in our lives and helps survive with ease keeping our surrounding joyful.

My dream role is to be a good son to my parents and provide them with the best physical facilities such that they can live with harmony and prosperity.

My human values includes self respect, trust, respect, affection, love and gratitude.
Naturally accepted composition of all these values helps me to take better decisions and move forward in my life with the right understanding.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qmPfgGEhYvEc1KuhITT7C4lv6kDhKxaG

14/10/2022 00:17:16 0 / 5 Himanhu Kumar Mishra CSJMA21001390054 B.Tech/CSE/2            I'm Himanshu Kumar Mishra and I'm a Computer Science Engineering student from Varanasi, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.   To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. And I would also adore to see people thriving with the aesthetic nature.

 There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc... https://drive.google.com/open?id=12UNrWwlaV8MTQSpdemCJiVeSll9ZFDp-

14/10/2022 00:37:19 0 / 5 KUSHAGRA GANGWAR 331 MEE/2K21-2K22/2nd year

-My self KUSHAGRA GANGWAR. I am from FARRUKHABAD . My surrounding
includes culitavable land , small buildings, human beings , trees ,animals ,shops,
etc. here most of the peoples often do farming such as :-
# Production of vegetables like potatoes , cauli flower,chilli,tomato,etc.
# production of rice , pulses , corn etc. 

In my words ..........
Environment is "a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their
effects that influence human life".
1.Natural Environment- A geographical environment is also called a natural
environment as it interacts with nature.
For example :- The earth's surface, rivers, mountains, deserts, land, water,
oceans, volcanoes, etc.
2.Cultural Environment- A cultural environment is a set of beliefs, practices,
customs and behaviors that then are found to be common to everyone that is
living in that area.
3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to
the way
social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and
households.
These systems have a significant impact on the environment through
deforestation, pollution,
natural disasters, and energy production and use. My dream role is to become a software engineer in companies like google ,amazon,microsoft,apple,etc 

My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family,
Harmony
in society and harmony in nature/existence.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QE2sbOyshokvscbiLMhJtWVCaVerdKol

14/10/2022 01:07:27 0 / 5 Akash saroj CSJMA210013900012 Btech/Cse/2021

My name is akash saroj i am a cse Student of Chhatrapati sahuji maharaj University,kanpur

The nature is very beautiful in my surroundings.
The air i breath is very fresh. The tree in our room sides grow very amazingly during the rain i get very enjoyment by standing under the tree.Early morning there is a cropping of birds which fly all over the locality. We celebrate all the festival together with fully enjoyment.

Everything present around us is our environment. It includes all living and non-living things in our surroundings.

Natural - land ,water,air , plants and animals comprise the natural environment.

Cultural - this is a set of beliefs, practice, customs and behaviour that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain population.

Socio-economic political- social environment of a business consist of all that a society belies,it's custum s,it's practice on the way it behave.
My dream role is to become a software engineer and serve the country.I help to everyone who is helpless i give respect to the elder and they also respect me.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rgJe_AhX0sQ9XA995ZfiPWjR_M6RxFDs

14/10/2022 01:25:43 0 / 5 ADITYA BHATIA CSJMA21001390305 B.Tech(Mechanical Engineering) IInd Year (2k21 batch)
My name is Aditya Bhatia, and I am student of B.Tech 2nd year MEE studying at CSJMU, KANPUR.
It's really good interacting with students of different places here and I get to know a lot about their places which is really good as to know all that as a citizen of this country. And   I am good friends with many over here, also we all study with each other in harmony and help each other.

Natural- Environment as natural can be described as the ecosystem which contains biotic and abiotic components. We see humans around each other, animals, plants, all these are gifts of nature to us. These are not created by man but by nature itself.

Cultural- Cultural Environment can be described as all the religious beliefs and customs along with our diverse cultural which makes India as a diverse country. There are many religious practices which we all follow, and we have many religious festivals which make us learn about a lot about our country's religious aspects.

Socio-Economic Political- This type of environment binds human beings. When we interact socially with each other it becomes social environment, when we talk about our economy and discuss about it, we form an economic environment and when we the people of our country come together for the time to choose our representatives by votes we form the political environment.My dream role is to become a good mechanical engineer and a better human being to work for the betterment of the society.
Human values are those which describe a character of a human being. Some of these are Love, Peace, Harmony, Kindness. These human values are done at four stages of our life self, family, society and nature.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yJABwhyWd0HbOIhfZr9mqP9VcJohqbB8

14/10/2022 01:36:23 0 / 5 Devesh Kumar Gupts 044 CSE-1/2022/2

I Devesh Kumar Gupta, currently pursuing Bachelor of Technology in Computer Science and Engineering from U.I.E.T, C.S.J.M University, Kanpur. I am very curious to learn new things and develop new skills. 
My surroundings include my batchmates , teachers ,friends and college. The exposure of college is awesome. Every day I interact with new people and exchange of thoughts and expression helps to develop new dimension of thinking. Conclusion, life is peaceful and full of new experiences.

1-Natural environment consists of Flora and Fauna. They are equally important as human beings. There is give and take relationship of human and Nature. Nature gives us oxygen, Food and in return we have to take care of our environment . 
2-Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities , such as cultural landscapes, in the countryside, forests, urban areas etc. Elements of cultural environment are language, social, norms, religion, traditions etc.
3-Socio-Economic Political environment consists of factors such as education, employment, community safety, and social supports. These factors our ability to make healthy choices.

My dream role is to being a good human being and to become a good son and fullfill all the needs of my parents not only physical facilities but in all other things as well like care, affection, respect, gratitude.  My human values included respect, trust, affection, glory, gratitude, love. Natural acceptance of all such stuff helps me to do right evaluation of situation and act accordingly. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rzDI7vXwrJRM-2x1_QomJqOqyodkpIAA

14/10/2022 01:44:18 0 / 5 jeevika yadav 59 cse 1/second year

my name is jeevika yadav
i am btech cse student

every thing surround us which is directly or indirectly helps us is called enviroment.
1-on the basis of natural all the living things which related to us like plant,aniamals,soil,water,air etc are called enviroment.
   2- cultural-The society in we live we have religionlike hindu ,muslim,sikh etc,and we have differnt type of festivals and also our family realation ,all those things which related to us in the sence of livinghood is called enviroment.
3-socio-economic-political- all those thing happen on the basis of social,ecinomical,and political are also in enviroment that is also called enviroment.my dream role is to be good human

Discuss your human values
1 point
the basic human value is 
truth
love 
honesty
peace 
graditute
care etc.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IM6fUqjeNUtDNdOkDxhjwxsnrsFLc8f5

14/10/2022 02:03:00 0 / 5 Sanchit Gangwar 357 Mechanical engineering/ 2021/ 2 year

Good evening Madam,
   I am really thankful to you for giving me this opportunity to introduce myself.
       My name is "Sanchit Gangwar". I am 20 year old. I am from Kaimganj Farrukhabad (U.P). And I am pursuing a mechanical engineering in "CSJM University" and my hobbies to play Cricket. 

Natural Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non living elements and their effects that influence human life. While all living or biotic elements are animals, plant's, forest, fisheries and birds , non living or abiotic elements include water, land, sunlight, rocks and air. 
Cultural environmental are environmental shaped by human activities such as cultural landscape in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structure on land or water, construction and builts and environmental from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas. 
Socio-economic political it is the study of how economic theories effect different socio-economic system, such as socialism and communism, along with the creation and implementation of public policy. My dream role is describe the responsibility and duties of your ideal job. And dream is to rule overa across the the state in political field and also in business. 

Human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are - Love,Truth,Right Action, Peace, Non-violence. 

14/10/2022 06:27:56 0 / 5 Ayushi Maurya 36 Btech,Cse-1,2021
Hello my name is Ayushi Maurya and i studies in btech branch cse-1.
Surrounding is the place where someone lives and the condition they live in.

Environmental is the condition or surrounding in which living beings such as humans animals and plants live or survive......
My dream role is to become a software engineer Basic human values refer to those values which are at core of being human.The values which are considered basic in humans include truth , honesty, loyalty,love,peace etc.because the bring fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZSQvEr3Yfxd2jjkHhXnCRrs16MEEUxU_

14/10/2022 08:03:17 0 / 5 Harshita Maurya CSJMA21001390053 B. TECH/CSE1/2nd https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M-ZaVVKbLPfFjnal2iZzxBLq_XaUCuLs
14/10/2022 08:05:17 0 / 5 Harshita Maurya CSJMA21001390053 B. TECH/CSE1/2nd https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jiPkMMTQalD4NVWz44ThK-u38JjGVRL0

14/10/2022 08:29:40 0 / 5 Harshita Maurya csjma21001390053  B. Tech/CSE1/2nd

Myself is Harshita Maurya and I am from Pratapgarh (U.P.),
I am a B.tech CSE student of UIET, CSJMU, Kanpur.
My hobbies are reading book, painting, coding. 
I always try to improve my skils and to learn new skills.

According to, me Surrounding is an area in which one is surrounded
by the circumstances, conditions, or objects.

1.Natural Environment:
The non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth is natural environment.
2.Socio-Economic Environment:
The distribution of Money, Power, and resources in a community
and around the world and it  shapes how communities and   
individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic
human needs.    
3.Cultural Environment:
It is the study of human adaptations to social and physical environments.My dream role is to make a positive change in society and nature and to fulfill my responsibilities and to do best.Human values are the qualities that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DFL8ElCAiSBJON6M8b943Ne4hx5yRSg4

14/10/2022 08:33:18 0 / 5 Anjali Saxena 018 Cse 1/2k21/2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1coc_-xVTskky4iKndplT_CZeWPrcoMYH
14/10/2022 09:39:15 0 / 5 DIVYANSHU VERMA 1390324 2nd year My self DIVYANSHU VERMA. I am from kanpur. My surrounding includes  cultivated land , small buildings, human beings , trees ,animals ,shops, etc.  Environment in my words… 1.Natural Environment- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. 2.Cultural Environment-The customs and collective beliefs of a set of people or society based on their culture, religion, region, nationality, language etc, called cultural environment. 3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to the way social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and households. These systems have a significant impact on the environment through deforestation, pollution, natural disasters, and energy production and usMy dream role is to become an IAS officer. My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family, Harmony in society and harmony in nature/existence.https://drive.google.com/open?id=18oQC8srWb-QdQgH7iLP3Il537tgTnNSy
14/10/2022 10:01:44 0 / 5 Akanksha Gupta 010 Btech/Cse-1/2nd https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bbtWwvKz_DChbVgW39cbVxgFLp-76LaF
14/10/2022 11:06:32 0 / 5 Isha Bharati 057 Btech (CSE 1) /2021/2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NP2wriNof8uSnDWljoBca6WX64b5TWnm
14/10/2022 11:15:33 0 / 5 Anjali Singh CSJMA21001390019 BTECH CSE-1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1okKYBLoxAyUPCfCBvxCkgiQciLdfF2PZ
14/10/2022 11:16:26 0 / 5 Harshita Gupta 052 CSE 1/2021/2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wbupNavsnCFCZYmuMnz4I38jfePoXYnH

14/10/2022 11:18:38 0 / 5 Aniket CSJMA210013900016 Cse 1 2nd year I'm Aniket and I'm a Computer Science Engineering student from saharanpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

surroundi Natural Environment:-'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made ngs and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment:- 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment:- The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. And I would also adore to see people thriving with the aesthetic nature.

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc... https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yOdCKjk0UT-UUqp4yc28P6gr7sUTf2RU

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12hca3N9z0t8Yh6ZYFAMlE4MZ88GFdMSU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FpSXFA_LAoznSZX4w5xIaj4zFxYCNN56
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Uh8KAARPGcub_Gw3q2wfOt9rWZnHfpDH
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y7g3IsEi01PGKrzQW2RoK6Npb2pOy7bt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TXzY5zj3EBob8W6i55sb2PH5MtPXNq79AJ7t5Ydu6RU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RpiAZQxqEcSed8MW8CE7FfvVWFeIzIVP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h_kfZWetnIxuu_iuHnvajmpzLNvfeGU4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BwrESIgJHzCx2yIb9TUjX8Sc1Zj89sKT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10OdvsCdtZ3iw4L5g6mk9yDJkX0J3EjRy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OcAl4O3tArU3WtbOTI3i-ZGWj1YKgImV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HmrDUynBd0M9TxtiP0kKvKc2E6F5LPMD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JtFL3UM3Rhu7ekhDmswLJdIgWNy5OZq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JWt93NiY6o4a72w-n3AFg1JDu5jgANJE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CvopKlf5fDPbErRHT8boM_m6vGfxtdIK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dzyNXeUY3wqhDOJnCLZd7IWHwRzZcUbi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y9WAx3l2G5Dp8aELTiqhLL2SX0jAwxCV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZBn450fGHmrapKy__tyCMC7oIQ-ILIac
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mf851qZlSIDMuw7FyDiHfirDspPLpTKm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17PSdNrKTtD8bHMlcCTghlXuT0FQrwrAl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12QzCNmhka1yE7voKVtl3jlBOUnQuEqmp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qmPfgGEhYvEc1KuhITT7C4lv6kDhKxaG
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12UNrWwlaV8MTQSpdemCJiVeSll9ZFDp-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QE2sbOyshokvscbiLMhJtWVCaVerdKol
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rgJe_AhX0sQ9XA995ZfiPWjR_M6RxFDs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yJABwhyWd0HbOIhfZr9mqP9VcJohqbB8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rzDI7vXwrJRM-2x1_QomJqOqyodkpIAA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IM6fUqjeNUtDNdOkDxhjwxsnrsFLc8f5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZSQvEr3Yfxd2jjkHhXnCRrs16MEEUxU_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M-ZaVVKbLPfFjnal2iZzxBLq_XaUCuLs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jiPkMMTQalD4NVWz44ThK-u38JjGVRL0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DFL8ElCAiSBJON6M8b943Ne4hx5yRSg4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1coc_-xVTskky4iKndplT_CZeWPrcoMYH
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18oQC8srWb-QdQgH7iLP3Il537tgTnNSy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bbtWwvKz_DChbVgW39cbVxgFLp-76LaF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NP2wriNof8uSnDWljoBca6WX64b5TWnm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1okKYBLoxAyUPCfCBvxCkgiQciLdfF2PZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wbupNavsnCFCZYmuMnz4I38jfePoXYnH
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yOdCKjk0UT-UUqp4yc28P6gr7sUTf2RU


eleshaa Score Name Roll Number Class/Batch/Year Introduce yourself & your surroundingDefine environment in your words: 1. Natural 2. Cultural 3. Socio-Economic PoliticalWhat is your dream role? Discuss your human valuesMake  a  word File of all the questions & answer & Submit it

14/10/2022 12:05:15 0 / 5 Abhimanyu Prajapati CSJMA21001390002 CSE 1/ 2021-25/ 2nd YearI'm Abhimanyu Prajapati studying  B.Tech in Computer Science Engineering in Chhatrapati Sahuji Maharaj University Kanpur (U.P), basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.

I would probably say that I will help the other people who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the six basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1prWtHf7Nx-YuQvF8vuPgJiBxaAXQ7i-Z
14/10/2022 12:21:56 0 / 5 Abhay Singh CSJMA21001390001 CSE1/2K21/2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IQkjp9twAWa7jdRrqlc4ptCqpiGQlVew

14/10/2022 12:30:08 0 / 5 ANJALI SINGH 020 B.Tech-CSE-A1 I'm Anjali Singh and I'm a computer science engineering student from kanpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. And I would also adore to see people thriving with the aesthetic nature.

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc...

14/10/2022 12:33:55 0 / 5 Aniket Saroj CSJMA21001390017 Cse1, I'm Aniket Saroj and I'm a computer science engineering student from Varanasi,  basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. And I would also adore to see people thriving with the aesthetic nature

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc...

14/10/2022 12:34:47 0 / 5 Abhishek Chaudhari 003 B.tech/2021/2nd
Myself Abhishek chaudhari from Gorakhpur ,i am from UIET department.
Every thing which is surrounding us is known as environment.Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human life. 

1. Natural:- A natural environment encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this 
case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth. 
2.Cultural:-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the co
untryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions . 
3.Socio- Economic political:-The economic environment is a major determinant of global market potential and oppo
rtunity.The political environment of global marketing is the set of governmental institutions, political parties, and or
ganizations that are the expression of the people in the nations of the world.Every person has a dream role  and my dream of being a Good and Brave person.

Human values are a set of consistent behaviors and measures that guide human beings in doing what is righ
t and acceptable by the society. They attract dignity, respect and appropriateness among people. Human values are u
sed to set laws in most cases. Human values are people's beliefs, feelings and attitudes towards things, situations or o
ther people. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oTSM6r4R2PtugmECExkNoJhILExPBwMo

14/10/2022 12:43:03 0 / 5 ABHISHEK RAM TRIPATHI CSJMA21001390004 C.S.E(1) /2021-2025/2nd YearI'm Abhishek Ram Tripathi and I'm a computer science engineering student from Gorakhpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.

To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.
7. Faith: Faith is complete trust or confidence in someone or something.
8. Respect : Respect is a feeling of deep esteem for someone or something elicited by their abilities, qualities, or achievements.
9. Love : The presence of love in human life, the love they have for their families, friends, our faith and for themselves is important source of energy to lead smooth life.
10. Trust : Trust can be understood in many ways, but finally it comes down to reliability and truth. Without trust, the world simply would not function.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SCpS47L9f_ulDzU-VQBlUU0LVewp5Xq3
14/10/2022 12:44:46 0 / 5 Amarjeet patel CSJMA21001390015 B.tech/CSE 1/second year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U9fyXPVjnR08Xou1pv3pCZ3QKZlNZO2l

14/10/2022 12:51:37 0 / 5 Aniket saroj CSJMA21001390017 Cse1/2021/2nd 
I'm Aniket Saroj and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur,
basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: - 'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made
surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth.
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings. 1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world. 2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life. 3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification. 4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others. 5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources. 6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=12CdEZR0Tf3jKsEFKDwwhGn1uj5U3YJIP

14/10/2022 12:55:03 0 / 5 Gaurav pratap singh CSJMA21001390049 CSE 1 / 2k21/2nd year 
 My name is Gaurav Pratap Singh. I'm from Bijnor where I finished my schooling last year from Aadharshila the school.
My surroundings is very competitive and physical and mentally well being.

An Environment is everything that is around us, which includes both living and nonliving things such as soil, water, animals and plants, which adapt themselves to their surroundings.
The three types of environment are: Internal environment. External macro environment. External micro environment.Enterpreneur where include different responsibilities you would enjoy having as part of your position.

Human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.
In other words, human values are the characteristics of God in human condition. He postulated the five human values, viz: Love, Truth, Right Action, Peace, Non-Violencehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1JOk2quXF-M541NVNFTb90V3b_Yh1HwUq

14/10/2022 12:58:14 0 / 5 Balkrishna Mishra CSJMA21001390037 CSE-(1)/2021-25/2nd I'm Balkrishna Mishra and I'm a computer science engineering student from Banaras, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N_mlkVCE6ubIAmW6CGsqjfz2EsNqg3_J

14/10/2022 12:58:43 0 / 5 Abhay Singh CSJMA21001390001 CSE1/2K21/2nd

Myself ABHAY SINGH. I am from SONBHADRA. My surrounding includes 
cultivatable land, small buildings, human beings, trees, animals, shops, etc. here 
most of the peoples often do farming such as: 
# Production of vegetables like potatoes, cauliflower, chilli, tomato, etc. 
# Production of rice, pulses, corn etc. 

 In my words .......... 
Environment is "a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their 
effects that influence human life". 
1.Natural Environment- A geographical environment is also called a natural 
environment as it interacts with nature. 
For example: - The earth's surface, rivers, mountains, deserts, land, water, 
oceans, volcanoes, etc. 
2.Cultural Environment- A cultural environment is a set of beliefs, practices, 
customs and behaviours that then are found to be common to everyone that is 
living in that area. 
3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to 
the way 
social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and 
households. 
These systems have a significant impact on the environment through 
deforestation, pollution, natural disasters, and energy production for use.My dream role is to become a software engineer in companies like Google  , Amazon, Microsoft, apple, etc .

My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family, 
Harmony 
in society and harmony in nature/existence. 
Honesty with others. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bzqDQatYNUyFZBGLpZ2OwQ-OKUE3D4r6

14/10/2022 12:59:11 0 / 5 Bhaskar Singh CSJMA21001390038 CSE 1
I'm Bhaskar Singh and I'm a computer science engineering student from 
Gorakhpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us.

surroundings and conditions in which all living and non -living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, 
customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within 
a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and 
economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government 
agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individual  in a given society To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to  choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people  likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is  financial help or emotional help or physical help a s well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of 
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in 
action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b_kTXD_P1-Il6ceZWK8mLU6GGCy7zgiD

14/10/2022 13:00:11 0 / 5 Khushi gupta 062 Cse 1 2021

•My name is Khushi gupta I belong to agra I am pursuing my in B.tech from Csjm University. 
My strength are I am smart worker, self motivated, versatile in nature and quick learner with positive attitude to my career and my life. 
My weakness is I am short tempered but I will control my anger with myself in a little bit time. 
My short term goal is to get a job in reputated company where I can utilize my skills and improve my carrier path. 
My long term goal is to get a good position
 where I can build my carrier and help the organization too.
•if i talk about my surroundings that i live in agra
and agra has 7th wonder of the world called taj mahal and agra famous food is petha , many people comes from far to view taj mahal and to eat petha. there is many architecture which is made up by mughals like agra fort, mehtab bagh, sikandra etc.

•Nature is the physical world or universe. It refer to the phenomena of the physical world. Natural things are not made by humans, they are naturally found. Everything like humans, animals, insects, hills, rock, plants and trees, water, metals are natural things. 
•Cultural means connected or involving with ideas, styles, dress, art, music, society,  country, languages etc. Study culture to understand patterns of human behavior. While there are unlimited ways that people can express their culture.
•Socio-economics also known as social economics that focuses on the relationship between social behavior. Social economics may attempt to explain how socioeconomic class behaves within a society. it may examine the factors and decisions that relate to a person's educational level, income, health, or involvement in crime or violence.
•The political environment refers to factors outside the company, relating to the government or public affairs of a country, influencing companies. It is the study of political theory and ideas related to the environment. it includes political conditions such as general stability and peace in the country and the attitude of elected government towards business.My dream role is like to get good post or managerial position at a reputed company which helps push me to better and where I can utilize my knowledge and skills and live the happy life.

•There could be infinite but I can list few .
•Always respect your elders
•Always saying the golden words oftenly (thank you, sorry, excuse me).
•Offering helping hands to others.
•Lending ears to others so that they can atleast share their emotions.
•Do not make fun of others at any cost.
•Help other without thinking of any return.
•Ignore little mistakes. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1--QG5ISKzZTizp0OagcJTjlhZeSzSyUl

14/10/2022 13:00:37 0 / 5 Brijesh Kumar Shukla CSJMA2100139040 2nd Year ( Batch 2K21)  I'm Brijesh Kumar Shukla and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment :- 
Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 

Cultural Environment :- 
Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.

Socio-Economic Environment :- 
 It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 

Political Environment :-

The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.
 To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cD6fBOfQRs-Z6_SQ4J9A8j9YE7xUW7Ff

14/10/2022 13:00:57 0 / 5 Harsh 050 CSE1/2021/2nd https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_TSCIImCUz5nG4_UaUM-6YJ-FPyJYj6190YIc9arpc4

14/10/2022 13:03:07 0 / 5 Dhananjay Kumar Tyagi 045 2022 23 An Dhananjay Tyagi and I'm a computer science engineering student from Bareilly basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment:- 'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment:- 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment:- The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.Software Developer Engineer at Google

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dTLNuTgv8Z3HvCaYlh8PFYEBSh6F3B-x

14/10/2022 13:05:58 0 / 5 Ajay Kumar Paswan Csjma21001390008 B. Tech /Cse1/2nd
   I'm Ajay Kumar Paswan and I'm a computer science engineering student from Ballia
, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 

To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 
Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.

14/10/2022 13:07:29 0 / 5 Amarjeet patel CSJMA 21001390015 B.tech/CSE 1/ 2nd

I'm Amarjeet patel and I'm a computer science engineering student from Banaras.
basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.

To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.

14/10/2022 13:07:47 0 / 5 Kishan Yadav CSJMA21001390065 CSE/1/2nd
I am kishan.I am from MAU(UP).
Mau, also now known as Maunath Bhanjan, is an industrial town and the headquarter of the Mau district. It is located in the eastern part of Uttar Pradesh, India. The town is known for its saree industry which is a traditional business and centuries old art of the people of this city.[2]

Natural Environment:- The natural environment is the thin layer of life and life supports, called the biosphere, that contains the earth's air, soil, water, and living organisms. The connection between protecting the natural environment and safeguarding human health has been recognized for some time.

Cultural:-The behaviors, norms, and values that people use to understand and explain their physical and social environment.

Socio-Economic Political:-

It is the study of how economic theories affect different socio-economic systems, such as socialism and communism, along with the creation and implementation of public policy.
I want to become a good software engineer. 

Question-4:- Discuss your human values.
Answer:- Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sKkd0PDnCTKoNIkoLkL-0cv_Mq_WHgoK

14/10/2022 13:10:24 0 / 5 Abhay Singh CSJMA21001390001 CSE1/2K21/2nd
Myself ABHAY SINGH. I am from SONBHADRA. My surrounding includescultivatable land, small buildings, human beings, trees, animals, shops, etc. heremostof the peoples oftendo farming such as:
#Productionofvegetableslikepotatoes,cauliflower,chilli,tomato,etc.#Production ofrice,pulses, cornetc.

Environmentis"asumtotalofallthelivingandnon-living elementsandtheireffectsthat influencehuman life".
NaturalEnvironment-Ageographicalenvironmentisalsocalledanaturalenvironmentas it interacts withnature.
Forexample:-Theearth'ssurface,rivers,mountains,deserts,land,water,oceans,volcanoes, etc.
CulturalEnvironment-Aculturalenvironmentisasetofbeliefs,practices,customs and behaviours that then are found to be common to everyone that islivingin thatarea.
Socio-EconomicPolitical-Socioeconomicsystemat theregionallevelreferstothe way
socialandeconomicfactorsinfluenceoneanotherinlocalcommunitiesandhouseholds.
Thesesystemshavea significant impactontheenvironment throughdeforestation, pollution, natural disasters, and energy productionanduse.Mydreamroleistobecomeasoftwareengineerincompanies likeGoogle ,Amazon,Microsoft,apple, etc

Myhuman valuesare understandingHarmonyinself,harmonyin family,
Harmony
insociety andharmonyinnature/existence.
Honesty with others.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-OYdezR2JHI_EhPGvez5wsoPIolPBvRb

14/10/2022 13:11:52 0 / 5 Avijit Pandey csjm21001390032 cse 1 / 2k21

:- Hi! I'm Avijit Pandey. CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and Engineering Department. 
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

- 1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2. Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas. 
3. Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.

From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.
Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Foa-VlsYg0-O4ZU8eVWT5XcVoG3DqFnm

14/10/2022 13:13:07 0 / 5 Anurag Gupta 1390025 CSE /A1/2

Myself ANURAG GUPTA I am from JAUNPUR. My surrounding includes 
cultivatable land, small buildings, human beings, trees, animals, shops, etc. here 
most of the peoples often do farming such as: 
# Production of vegetables like potatoes, cauliflower, chilli, tomato, etc. 
# Production of rice, pulses, corn etc. 

s- In my words .......... 
Environment is "a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their 
effects that influence human life". 
1.Natural Environment- A geographical environment is also called a natural 
environment as it interacts with nature. 
For example: - The earth's surface, rivers, mountains, deserts, land, water, 
oceans, volcanoes, etc. 
2.Cultural Environment- A cultural environment is a set of beliefs, practices, 
customs and behaviours that then are found to be common to everyone that is 
living in that area. 
3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to 
the way 
social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and 
households. 
These systems have a significant impact on the environment through 
deforestation, pollution, natural disasters, and energy production and use.To become a successful businessman. Honesty,faithful, wise. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BfTZwi2_S5f5wgZNultYraSQrb1fWQb8

14/10/2022 13:14:48 0 / 5 Ajay pal CSJMA21001390009 CSE/1/2nd

EVs Assignment 

Question-1:- Introduce yourself & your surrounding.
Answer:- Hi! I'm Ajay Pal. CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and Engineering Department. 
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

Answer:- 1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2. Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas. 
3. Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.

Answer:- From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.
Answer:- Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YrxTxO0cDzFL_CJ9r55sVl7SYfZu8Ee2K_Yq6ht5Pmg

14/10/2022 13:16:52 0 / 5 Anurag Maddheshiya CSJMA21001390-026 B.tech/2K21/2nd

Myself Anurag Maddheshiya. I am from Kushinagar. My surrounding includes 
cultivable land, small buildings, human beings, trees, animals, shops, etc. here 
most of the peoples often do farming such as: 
# Production of vegetables like potatoes, cauliflower, chilli, tomato, etc. 

Environment is "a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their 
effects that influence human life". 

1.Natural Environment- A geographical environment is also called a natural 
environment as it interacts with nature. 
For example: - The earth's surface, rivers, mountains, deserts, land, water, 
oceans, volcanoes, etc. 

2.Cultural Environment- A cultural environment is a set of beliefs, practices, 
customs and behaviours that then are found to be common to everyone that is 
living in that area. 

3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to 
the way 
social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and 
households. 
These systems have a significant impact on the environment through 
deforestation, pollution, natural disasters, and energy production 
and use. My dream role is to become a software engineer in multinational companies like Google  , Amazon, Microsoft, apple, etc.

My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kjbP39RVrYjCxLeHAmWWSHvBxSbnSRXt

14/10/2022 13:20:33 0 / 5 Alok Prakash Dubey CSJMA21001390014 B-tech CSE-11/2K21/2nd year
Hi! I'm Alok Prakash Dubey. Student of CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR Computer Science and Engineering Department. 
According to me Our surrounding is our basic requirement for life support and is composed of both  living beings, physical surroundings, and climatic conditions.For me my environment include friends,teachers,books and hostel Life.

 1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world compose of biotic and a-biotic component.All living and non-living things occurring naturally.This term is mainly use to describe self occurring beings.
2. Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas. 
3. Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.My dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.My role in life is to save natural existence of beings.

Basic human values refer development of self rather than exploiting others.
I want to be a good humanbeing in life first because these values are base of all existance.The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society and developing these will us living sustainable on planet earth.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oPKzooCiKfofhG-KGEBmso51DOyClG48

14/10/2022 13:23:08 0 / 5 Ashish Modanwal CSJMA210090030 CSE1 ( 2nd year)
I'm Ashish Modanwal and I'm a computer science engineering student from 
Siddhartha Nagar, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us which Is effect human life..

Natural Environment: - 'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non -living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and 
economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government 
agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to  choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people  likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is  financial help or emotional help or physical help a s well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of 
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=16hczEa4m6LNBdNBPegiwAwalGIvKQYbv

14/10/2022 13:25:02 0 / 5 Darsh Vaibhav 041 CSE-1/2021/2nd I am DARSH VAIBHAV and i pursuing        B-TECH in Computer Science and Engineering from Chhatrapati Shahuji Maharaj University, Kanpur. In my surrounding all the people, things and events around us and i always try to make my environment clean and people around me always try to  be happy. 

Environment means anything that surrounds us. It can be living (biotic) or non-living (abiotic) things. It includes physical, chemical and other natural forces. Living things live in their environment. They constantly interact with it and adapt themselves to conditions in their environment. In the environment there are different interactions between animals, plants, soil, water, and other living and non-living things.

In psychology and medicine, a person's environment is the people, physical things and places that the person lives with. The environment affects the growth and development of the person. It affects the person's behavior, body, mind and heart.

The living conditions of living organisms in an environment are affected by the weather or climate changes in the environment.
(A simple definition of an environment can be stated as a system encompassing all biotic and abiotic elements affecting human life. The biotic or living components comprise all flora and fauna, and abiotic components include water, sunlight, air, climate, etc.)
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT (A natural environment is a type of an environment where human impact or interaction has been extremely limited.

A natural environment encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth)

 CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT (Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas. )
 SOCIAL ECONOMIC (Social economics is a social science and a branch of economics that focuses on the relationship between social behavior and economics. Social economics is also referred to as socioeconomics. Social economics is primarily concerned with the interplay between social processes and economic activity within a society) My dream role is also include skills you enjoy using and the type of company culture and always try to implement skill in myself and develop good relationship with family and friends and try to make my environment clean and make surrounding peoples to be happy.

Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are 
considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they 
bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large. 
Importance of Human Values. In values we have 1. Right Conduct, 2. Peace, 3. Truth, 4. Peaceful co- existence etc.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZoE-rS0s9E6MIEKAdh4qK4UQjJnLqIG2

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1prWtHf7Nx-YuQvF8vuPgJiBxaAXQ7i-Z
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IQkjp9twAWa7jdRrqlc4ptCqpiGQlVew
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oTSM6r4R2PtugmECExkNoJhILExPBwMo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SCpS47L9f_ulDzU-VQBlUU0LVewp5Xq3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U9fyXPVjnR08Xou1pv3pCZ3QKZlNZO2l
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12CdEZR0Tf3jKsEFKDwwhGn1uj5U3YJIP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JOk2quXF-M541NVNFTb90V3b_Yh1HwUq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N_mlkVCE6ubIAmW6CGsqjfz2EsNqg3_J
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bzqDQatYNUyFZBGLpZ2OwQ-OKUE3D4r6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b_kTXD_P1-Il6ceZWK8mLU6GGCy7zgiD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1--QG5ISKzZTizp0OagcJTjlhZeSzSyUl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cD6fBOfQRs-Z6_SQ4J9A8j9YE7xUW7Ff
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_TSCIImCUz5nG4_UaUM-6YJ-FPyJYj6190YIc9arpc4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dTLNuTgv8Z3HvCaYlh8PFYEBSh6F3B-x
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sKkd0PDnCTKoNIkoLkL-0cv_Mq_WHgoK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-OYdezR2JHI_EhPGvez5wsoPIolPBvRb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Foa-VlsYg0-O4ZU8eVWT5XcVoG3DqFnm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BfTZwi2_S5f5wgZNultYraSQrb1fWQb8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YrxTxO0cDzFL_CJ9r55sVl7SYfZu8Ee2K_Yq6ht5Pmg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kjbP39RVrYjCxLeHAmWWSHvBxSbnSRXt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oPKzooCiKfofhG-KGEBmso51DOyClG48
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16hczEa4m6LNBdNBPegiwAwalGIvKQYbv
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZoE-rS0s9E6MIEKAdh4qK4UQjJnLqIG2


eleshaa Score Name Roll Number Class/Batch/Year Introduce yourself & your surroundingDefine environment in your words: 1. Natural 2. Cultural 3. Socio-Economic PoliticalWhat is your dream role? Discuss your human valuesMake  a  word File of all the questions & answer & Submit it

14/10/2022 13:31:18 0 / 5 ANKIT KUMAR YADAV 0022 Cse -1(2nd year)

I'm Ankit Kumar yadav pursuing btech computer science and engineering at CSJMU kanpur uttarpradesh  basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us.
Surrounding is an area around someone or something .
 THINGS WHICH WE CAN SEE IN OUR SURROUNDING : Plants , animals , insects , people , birds , sea , buildings , vehicles etc.. ENVIRONMENT:Environment consists of air , water and land around us .

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 

Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.

Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 

Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations
and individuals in a given society. I want to be a  content creator  for making a perfect smile on Every face. i would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LNXPQhzcDKATDhSs0RTot9VqRd782FroPuuA2-Dx4sQ

14/10/2022 13:31:37 0 / 5 Devansh chandel CSJMA21001390043 Cse/A1/2021 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gKNfdccvA3SaimlF5HoV4jJHVboQoIg4

14/10/2022 13:32:01 0 / 5 Kishan kashyap CSJMA21001390064 CSE-1/2021-25/2nd

I'm Kishan Kashyap and I'm a computer science engineering student from
Gorakhpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events
around us.i am nature loving person .

Natural Environment: - 'Natural environment' refers to the non -human-made
surroundings and conditions in which all living and non -living things exist on Earth.
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices,
customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within
a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and
economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization.
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government
agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and
individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help a s well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in
action.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yy6Z1PpLqAOVcgTmO4eLaDtCHtwdJ_q-

14/10/2022 13:32:34 0 / 5 Ajay Kumar Paswan CSJMA21001390008 CSE1/CSE/2nd
 I'm Ajay Kumar Paswan and I'm a computer science engineering student from Ballia
, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

    Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Hc3x6_5wvLbphCcR-5k_3C3s0CJ7Ia_i

14/10/2022 13:36:41 0 / 5 Divya Rai 046 Cse1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gorWyY1aeUTt6Gj_iEqs-sFhqF6VWk8o
14/10/2022 13:38:57 0 / 5 Kirti Kumari 063 CSE-1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vQKbY1cN564lgQ0t446tpPQ_Yz9Y6loX

14/10/2022 13:40:17 0 / 5 Adarsh Sonkar CSJMA21001390006 CSE 1 / 2k21 / 2nd
I'm Adarsh Sonkar and I'm a computer science engineering student from Varanasi, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us.

Natural Environment: Natural environment&#39; refers to the non-human-made surroundings
and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth.
Cultural Environment: -Cultural environment & is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and
behaviors that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic
condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization.
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and
pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't &have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DxLzOw1nBPyjfYPwhBrv_dT6tIrZtjk4

14/10/2022 13:41:28 0 / 5 Aryan Kumar 029 Cse  2nd year 

Myself Aryan Kumar From Azamgarh U. P ,i am a Computer science student from UIET department. 
Every thing which is surrounding us is known as environment.Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human life.

1. Natural:- A natural environment encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth. 
2.Cultural:-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions . 
3.Socio- Economic political:-The economic environment is a major determinant of global market potential and opportunity.The political environment of global marketing is the set of governmental institutions, political parties, and organizations that are the expression of the people in the nations of the world.

My dream role would allow me to make a positive impact on people every day. I would love to work for a company  that makes time-saving and life-enriching products that thousands of people use every day.Human values are a set of consistent behaviors and measures that guide human beings in doing what is right and acceptable by the society. They attract dignity, respect and appropriateness among people. Human values are used to set laws in most cases. Human values are people's beliefs, feelings and attitudes towards things, situations or other people.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EQxbefpPJzp2uQuaZRX_mgdbzWyWO9S8

14/10/2022 13:41:41 0 / 5 Ankit dhangar 021 Cse1 / btech / 2k21
My name is Ankit dhangar from tundla ,i am from UIET department. 
Every thing which isi surrounding us is known as environment.Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human life.

1. Natural:- A natural environment encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this 
case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth. 
2.Cultural:-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions . 
3.Socio- Economic political:-The economic environment is a major determinant of global market potential and opportunity.The political environment of global marketing is the set of governmental institutions, political parties, and organizations that are the expression of the people in the nations of the world.My dream role would allow me to make a positive impact on people every day. I would love to work for a company  that makes time-saving and life-enriching products that thousands of people use every day.

:-Human values are a set of consistent behaviors and measures that guide human beings in doing what is righ
t and acceptable by the society. They attract dignity, respect and appropriateness among people. Human values are u
sed to set laws in most cases. Human values are people's beliefs, feelings and attitudes towards things, situations or o
ther people. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zief6UU9sC21xBxUb3-sV4D-r-lAiiOo

14/10/2022 13:44:40 0 / 5 Himanshu Kumar Singh 055 Cse1 My self Himanshu Kumar Singh and student of computer Science engineering and belong to etawah, Uttar Pradesh 
All living and non living thing which are man made or natural things present our surroundings is called environment.
EX-- Mobil, car ,plants ,insect,home ,house,college, school. My dream is to take a simple job and live our life with peaceful manner without harming othersHuman values are the ideas that guide us in action. Human values are truth,loyalty,honesty,etc.

14/10/2022 13:46:24 0 / 5 Juhi verma 60 CSE 1-2021 My name is Juhi verma . I am from Ambedkar nagar.l am CSE1 student.
The sum total of all living and non living things.
Natural environment is the thin layer of life and life support.Right utilisation of natural resourcesHuman values are considered to underlie individuals , environmental beliefs and behaviour.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xXWjQ6l6f4mSjoYz-XZ4rlbIaJX61jGfqbDxzGUdWuI

14/10/2022 13:46:42 0 / 5 Krishnakant Yadav CSJMA21001390066 CSE-1/2K21/2nd year
I'm Krishnakant Yadav, student of b.tech 2nd year.
The definition of surrounding refers to everything that is around a particular person, place or thing. The lawn and bushes that are all around your house are an example of things that would be described as surrounding your house.

1.Natural Environment -The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.

2.Cultural Environment -Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.

3.Socio-Econical environment -There are strong connections between social conditions, economic opportunities, and our health. In a Culture of Health, everyone has the opportunity to live a healthier life, especially those who face barriers because of where they live or how much money they make.I want to live with a happy and prosperous life.

We all have some important human values, which we have to follow in Harmony.

1.Harmony in self
2.Harmony in Family
3.Harmony in Society
4.Harmony in Nature.

These all are the human values.

14/10/2022 14:29:12 0 / 5 Harsh Kumar Singh 328 MEE/2021/2 My name is Harsh kumar singh and i'm from kanpur.I have done my schooling from Mercy Memorial School.My hobbies are to travel and learn new activities.

1.The natural environment is a layer of life containing earth's air,water,soil and living organisms.
2.The behaviour,norms and values that we use to elaborate our physical and social environment.
3.Political economy is the interdisciplinary branch of the social science that focuses on the interrelationships among individuals, government and public policy.My dream role is to become an entrepreneur My human values are loyalty, peace and honesty.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1moNu4s_Olxrt6bfJeYNleHhBRxh6SdVg

14/10/2022 14:33:28 0 / 5 Sujit kumar CSJMA21001390115 EVS/CSE -2/2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mbQMglTFuBZWoXr_VitiyO1e9aDk54kQ

14/10/2022 14:35:44 0 / 5 Vimlesh Kumar Tripathi CSJMA21001390128 Btech CSE 2 / 2nd Year (3rd SEM)I'm just a basic human.who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself and also the circumstances or condition .

Environment Can be defined as a  sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human living and all other living other form.

a.Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial

b.Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industry.
c.

d.Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place.My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and Environment every day & this is my dream role.My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1chlLqUNKtDeirCrMMHJRqbBpOY0vZpRX

14/10/2022 14:42:15 0 / 5 Shubham maurya CSJMA21001390112 Cse2 B.tech  2nd
I'm just a basic human Who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that  & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself and also the circumstances or condition.

Environment Can be defined as a  sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human living and all other living other form.

a.Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial

b.Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industry.
c.

d.Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place.

My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and Environment every day & this is my dream role.My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LYart4sB9QzqDamF-36_0oT2CGi_ZdVd

14/10/2022 14:45:23 0 / 5 Sujit kumar CSJMA21001390115 E.V.S/CSE -2/2nd I'm just a basic human Who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that  & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself and also the circumstances or condition.

Environment Can be defined as a  sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human living and all other living other form.
a.Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial
b.Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industry.
d..Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal descri.My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and Environment every day & this is my dream role.My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u5JWzOo_y1P_GKS3StMYqiHV5s5o_9K8

14/10/2022 14:50:36 0 / 5 Bhuvanesh 039 CSE1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XjNMB_22J229-Iylj7eomeJWjfIQACCi
14/10/2022 14:52:12 0 / 5

14/10/2022 14:53:35 0 / 5 Ayush Kumar 034 Cse1/B-tech/2021
  I'm Ayush Kumar and I'm a computer science engineering student from Varanasi, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JdGcyd49LZlNTZSw_ckxe3p0ji2TvcyD

14/10/2022 14:59:58 0 / 5 Ishita Pandey 058 Cse1/2021
 I'm Ishita Pandey and I'm a computer science engineering student from Mirzapur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

 Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.   To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1euo2gwDvG8hS6aChVO-lOryOLEmvVjhL

14/10/2022 15:15:55 0 / 5 Ayush Kumar Yadav 035 CSE 1/btech 2k2

Myself ayush Kumar yadav from azamgarh ,i am from UIET department. 
Every thing which isi surrounding us is known as environment.Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the li
ving and non-living elements and their effects that influence human life.

 
Answer:- 
1. Natural:- A natural environment encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this 
case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth. 
2.Cultural:-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the co
untryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions . 
3.Socio- Economic political:-The economic environment is a major determinant of global market potential and oppo
rtunity.The political environment of global marketing is the set of governmental institutions, political parties, and or
ganizations that are the expression of the people in the nations of the world.My dream role would allow me to make a positive impact on people every day. I would love to work for a company  that makes time-saving and life-enriching products that thousands of people use every day.

Human values are a set of consistent behaviors and measures that guide human beings in doing what is righ
t and acceptable by the society. They attract dignity, respect and appropriateness among people. Human values are u
sed to set laws in most cases. Human values are people's beliefs, feelings and attitudes towards things, situations or o
ther people. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-WjkVcu3n4gcKIDl2F8Nrv8uzgZc0Z5x

14/10/2022 15:38:46 0 / 5 Anjali Singh CSJMA21001390020 CSE1/2021/2nd I'm Anjali Singh and I'm a computer science engineering student from Kanpur basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society

To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well

There are some universal ethical principles that apply across all professions and people and I have inculcated all these ethical principles as follows:
1. Honesty,
2.Trustworthiness,
3. Loyalty,
4. Respect for others,
5. Adherence to the law,
6. Doing well and avoiding harm to others,
7. Accountability, etc...

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fy37YI0mi8mqprduV0Ncc6mTBatfW8V3

14/10/2022 16:29:03 0 / 5 shraddhasinghtomar52@gmail.comCSJMA21001390109 EVS /CSE-2/2nd year

1. I'm just a basic human Who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding 
happy just that & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself 
and also the circumstances or condition.

Environment Can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and 
their effects that influence human living and all other living other form.
a. Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and nonliving things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial
b. Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, 
such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, 
fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built 
environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and 
industry.
c.
d. Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this 
project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, 
political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which 
communication takes place3. My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and  Environment every day & this is my dream role. 

4. My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The 
values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, 
love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and 
society at large.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WqbLChnXjwT4z6ObMj7MkluwCo5GaZCz

14/10/2022 16:41:16 0 / 5 Alok Kumar CSJMA21001390013 CSE-1 2k21 Batch

Hi! I'm Alok Kumar. CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and Engineering Department.
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.

2. Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.

3. Socio-Economic political:- It is known as "Socioeconomic Environment". The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.
From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=18MYDfV1No5z2bRBsgCnxv9dTetpOtL0e

14/10/2022 17:39:43 0 / 5 Gargi Gupta CSJMA21001390048 CSE 1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Rik_gQox1y3MGcCXUcjaacm6_-kYwok-

14/10/2022 20:03:05 0 / 5 Sandhya Singh CSJMA21001390109 Uhv/cse-2/2nd year

1. I'm just a basic human Who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding 
happy just that & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself 
and also the circumstances or condition.

Environment Can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and 
their effects that influence human living and all other living other form.
a. Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and nonliving things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial
b. Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, 
such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, 
fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built 
environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and 
industry.
c.
d. Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this 
project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, 
political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which 
communication takes place.

3. My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and  Environment every day & this is my dream role. 4. My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. 

4. My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The 
values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, 
love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and 
society at large.
 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PKrAVhTBDltqVigSOcTcoODvbEGmTMvU

14/10/2022 20:38:00 0 / 5 Indrajeet Raj 9936566414 2nd Year 

I'm Indrajeet Raj and I'm a computer science engineering student from
Gorakhpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events
around us..

Natural Environment: - 'Natural environment' refers to the non -human-made
surroundings and conditions in which all living and non -living things exist on Earth.
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices,
customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within
a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and
economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization.
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government
agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and
individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help a s well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in
action.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.

14/10/2022 21:25:33 0 / 5 Anurag Yadav Csjma21001390027 B. Tech/Cse/2nd
I'm Anurag Yadav and I'm a computer science engineering student from Gorakhpur
, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society. To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V3Fwepg14Mnkxe_h4viWSj4RbRKAXmUS

14/10/2022 21:26:43 0 / 5 Brijmohan Rana 319 2nd year  Engineer

1- a natural environment is a type of environment where human impact has been extremely limited.
2-It is the behaviour of certain groups of people based on factors influencing their culture.
3- It is analysis the social meaning and justification of business, obligation and purposes.Engineers typically design or build product , system and solutions.Understanding others and love environment.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VP0m4zKmxvpN1kSY0LAYUce-fH8pnQ2R

14/10/2022 21:45:12 0 / 5 Ankit Srivastav 23 Cse1/2nd year/2022
  I'm Ankit Srivastav and I'm a computer science engineering student from Jaunpur
, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

 Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well. 

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HmUIFRx3QyVlty4dERrc4W7YM-T_b3G4

14/10/2022 22:06:49 0 / 5 Ankit Gupta 312 Second year MEE Engineer 

1-A natural environment is a type of environment where human impact has been extremely limited
2-It is the bahaviour of certain group of people based on factors in influencing their culture
3-It is analyzes the social meaning and justification of business, obligation and purposes Engineer typically design or build product system and solutions Understanding others https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NNAYlxbJdAJokwtKQd05acgnu8RlvcSl

14/10/2022 22:15:34 0 / 5 Akshita shukla 309 Btech Mee (2nd year) I am akshita shukla studying btech(mee) at csjm university. 

Natural:- The natural environment is the thin layer of life and life supports, called the biosphere, that contains the earth's air, soil, water, and living organisms. The connection between protecting the natural environment and safeguarding human health has been recognized for some time.
Cultural:-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial
Socio-economic poltical:- Its is analysis is the social meaning and justification of business, obligation and purpose.

My dream role is to be an engineer .Engineer typically design or build product, system and solutions. other professionals develop economical solutions and solve technical problemsBasic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etchttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1VuekjUftKWIfHoRqzkw6d5JTCDFS1-Sc
15/10/2022 10:28:54 0 / 5 Anshika Gupta CSJMA21001390313 B.Tech Mee 2 Year Myself Anshika Gupta from B.Tech MEE 2 year C.S.J.M.U.Answer is in attached file I wants to be an engineer Basic human values refers to those values which are core of being human. The values are considered basic inherent values https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dxc2LAaepgMp6u0wxOAmYS5gl8u49-S6
15/10/2022 10:32:37 0 / 5 SHUBHAM DWIVEDI CSJMA21001390111 B.TECH / CSE2 / 2nd YEAR https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rg3uIzHwSDqtAYgZNRAUL-DLOuCBiRLj

15/10/2022 10:35:18 0 / 5 SHUBHAM DWIVEDI CSJMA21001390111 B.TECH / CSE2 / 2ND YEAR1.I'm just a basic human Who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself and also the circumstances or condition. 

2.Environment Can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human living and all other living other form. 

i.Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial 

ii.Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industry. 

iii.Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place. 
3.My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and Environment every day & this is my dream role. 4.My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NFdr94Wh3wnaQLfut1Ox-Eupp1ZN5G2w

15/10/2022 11:11:54 0 / 5 Aditya Mani Tripathi CSJMA21001390007 CSE1/2K21/2 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1llU-MelKbMlya0iYUIcA_w4RbLgs3vAE
15/10/2022 11:39:48 0 / 5 Adarsh Maurya CSJMA21001390005 CSE 1/2K21/2 0 0 0 0 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oOP-Tytqdf_BcqzSydcE38_SxETqpCy5

15/10/2022 13:58:28 0 / 5 Siddhartha Singh CSJMA21001390114 2nd year / cse-2
I'm just a basic human Who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that & The Surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself and also the circumstances or condition. 

Environment Can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human living and all other living other form. 

Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial 

Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industry. 

Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place. My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and Environment every day & this is my dream role.   
 
My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g51CIpiiTonkTiIUnHaLwSkMmTk5GY1q

15/10/2022 21:04:53 0 / 5 Garima Sonwani 327 2K21 My self GARIMA SONWANI . I am from KANPUR surrounding includes cultiavable land , small buildings, human beings , trees, animals, shops, etc.

Environment in my words…
 1.Natural Environment- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial.
 2.Cultural Environment-The customs and collective beliefs of a set of people or society based on their culture, religion, region, nationality, language etc, called cultural environment. 
3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to the way social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and households. 

These systems have a significant impact on the environment through deforestation, pollution,natural disasters, and energy production and use. My dream role is to become an IAS officer. My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family, Harmony in society and harmony in nature/existence. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oXj_9eX3TkfIsDKQIOA_579X-ldFn-5b
16/10/2022 10:19:49 0 / 5 Avinash kumar CSJMA21001390033 CSE-2K21 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FcO0VAwM4kfu7tjpHL_9jWFbc4zVVv6O

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LNXPQhzcDKATDhSs0RTot9VqRd782FroPuuA2-Dx4sQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gKNfdccvA3SaimlF5HoV4jJHVboQoIg4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yy6Z1PpLqAOVcgTmO4eLaDtCHtwdJ_q-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Hc3x6_5wvLbphCcR-5k_3C3s0CJ7Ia_i
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gorWyY1aeUTt6Gj_iEqs-sFhqF6VWk8o
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vQKbY1cN564lgQ0t446tpPQ_Yz9Y6loX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DxLzOw1nBPyjfYPwhBrv_dT6tIrZtjk4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EQxbefpPJzp2uQuaZRX_mgdbzWyWO9S8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zief6UU9sC21xBxUb3-sV4D-r-lAiiOo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xXWjQ6l6f4mSjoYz-XZ4rlbIaJX61jGfqbDxzGUdWuI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1moNu4s_Olxrt6bfJeYNleHhBRxh6SdVg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mbQMglTFuBZWoXr_VitiyO1e9aDk54kQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1chlLqUNKtDeirCrMMHJRqbBpOY0vZpRX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LYart4sB9QzqDamF-36_0oT2CGi_ZdVd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u5JWzOo_y1P_GKS3StMYqiHV5s5o_9K8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XjNMB_22J229-Iylj7eomeJWjfIQACCi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JdGcyd49LZlNTZSw_ckxe3p0ji2TvcyD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1euo2gwDvG8hS6aChVO-lOryOLEmvVjhL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-WjkVcu3n4gcKIDl2F8Nrv8uzgZc0Z5x
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fy37YI0mi8mqprduV0Ncc6mTBatfW8V3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WqbLChnXjwT4z6ObMj7MkluwCo5GaZCz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18MYDfV1No5z2bRBsgCnxv9dTetpOtL0e
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Rik_gQox1y3MGcCXUcjaacm6_-kYwok-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PKrAVhTBDltqVigSOcTcoODvbEGmTMvU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V3Fwepg14Mnkxe_h4viWSj4RbRKAXmUS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VP0m4zKmxvpN1kSY0LAYUce-fH8pnQ2R
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HmUIFRx3QyVlty4dERrc4W7YM-T_b3G4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NNAYlxbJdAJokwtKQd05acgnu8RlvcSl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VuekjUftKWIfHoRqzkw6d5JTCDFS1-Sc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dxc2LAaepgMp6u0wxOAmYS5gl8u49-S6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rg3uIzHwSDqtAYgZNRAUL-DLOuCBiRLj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NFdr94Wh3wnaQLfut1Ox-Eupp1ZN5G2w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1llU-MelKbMlya0iYUIcA_w4RbLgs3vAE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oOP-Tytqdf_BcqzSydcE38_SxETqpCy5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g51CIpiiTonkTiIUnHaLwSkMmTk5GY1q
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oXj_9eX3TkfIsDKQIOA_579X-ldFn-5b
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FcO0VAwM4kfu7tjpHL_9jWFbc4zVVv6O


eleshaa Score Name Roll Number Class/Batch/Year Introduce yourself & your surroundingDefine environment in your words: 1. Natural 2. Cultural 3. Socio-Economic PoliticalWhat is your dream role? Discuss your human valuesMake  a  word File of all the questions & answer & Submit it

16/10/2022 23:15:19 0 / 5 Yash Kumar Kashyap CSJMA21001390131 CSE-2/B-tech https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kRN99F36DkNjd5bSfHD2PiHiOOpqxEVn

18/10/2022 19:26:39 0 / 5 shristi pandey CSJMA21001390110 CSE2/2nd 

I'm just a basic human who wants to evolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that & The surroundings all of the object close by as well as the location itself and also the circumstances or condition. 

Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human living and all other living other form. 

i.Natural: The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial 

ii.Cultural: Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industry. 

iii.Socio-Economic Political : The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place. 
3.My Dream Role as a human would me allow to make a positive impact on people and Environment every day & this is my dream role. 4.My Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KeqZXkaNVEdWkgDiXXe-ZDE3GzXXkG2f

27/10/2022 21:21:50 0 / 5 EKANSH Gupta 325 MEE/ My self Ekansh Gupta. I am from KANPUR. My surrounding includes culitavable land ,industrial area , capital of city, buildings, human beings , trees ,animals ,shops, etc. 
1.Natural Environment- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial.
 2.Cultural Environment-The customs and collective beliefs of a set of people or society based on their culture, religion, region, nationality, language etc, called cultural environment. 3.Socio-Economic Political- Socioeconomic system at the regional level refers to the way social and economic factors influence one another in local communities and households. These systems have a significant impact on the environment through deforestation, pollution,natural disasters, and energy production and use.My dream role is to work in a IT Company and become a software engineer.My human values are understanding Harmony in self, harmony in family, Harmony in society and harmony in nature/existence. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Crmq0kJoTMKRTaJYpOF-UCbFSzP8JEdo

08/11/2022 22:04:17 0 / 5 Ujjawal Mishra 351 2nd year 2k21batch M.E.EMy name is ujjawal Mishra ...I am pursuing btech from csjm University from mechanical engineering branch.

1.
all the plants, animals, etc. in the universe and all the things that happen in it that are not made or caused by people
2.
all the ways of life including arts, beliefs and institutions of a population that are passed down from generation to generation.
3.
Political economy is an interdisciplinary branch of the social sciences that focuses on the interrelationships among individuals, governments, and public policy.To be physically as well as mentally fit person ...to be a healthy as well as wealthy personAlways try to help others 

09/12/2022 13:05:44 0 / 5 Shikhar Mishra 347 2021 I am Shikhar Mishra,The love-sick mood and romantic temperament of the young Irishman found congenial soil in the wild surroundings of unexplored Canadian forests, and the enthusiasm thus engendered for the "natural" life of savagery may have been already fortified by study of Rousseau's writings, for which at a later period Lord Edward expressed his admiration.

The term 'natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth.
Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.
For sociologists, the political economy of the environment refers to how people control and, periodically, struggle for control over the institutions and organizations that produce and regulate the flows of materials that sustain people (corporations and the state).My dream job would allow me to make a positive impact on people every day. I would love to work for a company like yours that makes time-saving and life-enriching products that thousands of people use every day.Love, Truth, Right Action, Peace, Non-Violence.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XwVcc28qv1IWCiM0RttI8Wwd47BVRkcg

16/12/2022 09:53:42 0 / 5 Suryabhan  Singh CSJMA21001390118 B.tech -CSE-2 (2k21-2k25)i am just a human who wants to keep to envolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy just that the surroundings all of the object close by ass well as the location it self and also the circumstances or condition.

An environment in everything that is arround us which includes both living and non - living things such as soil water animals natures gift that help in nourishing life on earth the environment pleys as important role in the existence of life on the planet earth .the word enviroment is derived from the french word environ which means surrounding .an ecosystem refer to all the living and non-living things present in the enviroment and it is a fundation of the biosphere which determines the health of the entire planet earth.

Natural ecosystem - it is an artificial environment which is created and maintained by man . it includes an aquatium ,cropfield,gradents,parks,zoo,etc

cultural ecosystem - Cultural ecosystem services are identified as the benefits people gain from their interactions with different environmental spaces, such as woods or parks, and the activities, such as walking and cycling, they undertake in these spaces .

socio-economic political -The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes placemy dream is make a good person.and infuenced our society and make a good person we are trying to make a good person and i am trying to influnced our society our family and enviroment and trying to impress every person his work i am change and wants to become a good person and i wants to change our family our society and self and harmony and prospertywhen i define our personal values we discover what is truly important to me a good way of starting to do this is back on our life to identify when we felt really good and really confident that you were making good choice Knowing your personal values will help you find fulfillment and direction in life. Your values can act like a compass, guiding you to life and career choices that give you meaning. When you have a choice to make or feel stuck, examining your values and staying true to them will help you get on the right path. You can discover your personal values by doing the following activities that reveal what’s important to you. Once you discover your personal values, you can use them as a framework to redesign your life. This will help you create a life and career that are aligned with your valueshttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1zOWR3b66ouGcFdPzP2TEBXcMweBvJYGq

16/01/2023 19:42:53 0 / 5 Mohammad Kaif Khan CAJMA21001390070 CSE 2 (2k21) I am Mohammad Kaif Khan and I live in Shivaji Boys Hostel, CSJMU.

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeamwork from workshop https://drive.google.com/open?id=18ocUAOijauA3HoMd1pEPFL177oYZrrq3

18/01/2023 12:18:19 0 / 5 Atul Gupta CSJMA21001390316 B.Tech/2k21/2nd Hello everyone my self Atul Gupta . I am from Ghazipur .Surrounding refers to everything that is around a particular person, place or thing. The lawn and bushes that are all around your house are an example of things that would be described as surrounding your house.

1. The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2. Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial.
3. The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described the pre-conditions in which communication takes place.

My dream role environment is one where I'm able to work as part of a team and that allows everyone's talents to grow.My human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1amlwzmqKANJSzxU1r6S6A0oQV9s6fvVI
18/01/2023 12:20:35 0 / 5 Rochak 509 2022_23   Living and non living thingsThe nature environment encompasses all living and non living thingMy dream save the water My basic human values are those value which are at core of being human
18/01/2023 14:01:09 0 / 5 Diplesh tiwari 322 MEE 2year
18/01/2023 14:13:14 0 / 5

18/01/2023 21:27:51 0 / 5 Abhay Kumar 299 B.tech (MEE) 2nd year 3rd semMyself abhay kumar from mechanical engineering 2nd year

Natural:-The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
Cultural :-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water.
Socio economic political:-These systems and structures impact the distribution of resources, money and power in a community and around the world.My dream role is to be good engineer.Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc.

18/01/2023 21:59:07 0 / 5 Aryan Raj Tomar 314 Mechanical engineering 2nd year 4 sem .I m a nature lover and protector also.

1.Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human life.
2.Social and cultural aspects of a society form its very nature. As "culture" is the essence of a society, this chapter will concentrate on a discussion of it only.

Of all the so called "environmental uncontrollables", culture, or at least the study of it, is one of the most difficult to comprehend, take account of and harness to advantage.In present I m a ngo volunteer , and also life protector and a tech student also . And in future I will follow this as I am now but in a better manner .

Love 
Truth 
Right action
Peace 
Non violence till I hurt. 

18/01/2023 22:05:17 0 / 5 Saurabh singh 345 Mechanical engineering/2 yearMy self Saurabh singh . I am b.tech 2nd year mechanical student . My college is uiet kanpur.

1. Natural: As found in nature and not involving anything made or done by people: a natural substance.
2. Cultural : Cultural means relating to a particular society and its ideas, customs, and art.
3. Socio Economic political: Every country has a sociopolitical economy. I therefore define sociopolitical economy as the resultant economy produced by the interplay of social, political and economic factors in a society.To become a socialist Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

18/01/2023 22:33:47 0 / 5 Abhay Kumar 299 B.tech (MEE) Myself Abhay Kumar. I belong to Kanpur. My surroundings consist of varities of trees ,plants and some animals such as cows dogs cats etc. There are factory building houses all around. Lower Ganga Canal flows between two lanes of roads.

The natural environment is the thin layer of life and life support called biosphere,that consist of earth's air ,soil,water and living organisms.
Cultural environment are the environmets shaped by human activities such as cultural landscape on the countryside,forest,urban areas and cities,fixed archaeological structures on land and water.
Distribution of resources,money and power around the world is known as socioeconomic environment.
Political environment comprise of those elements that are related to government affairs in the type of government in power.My dream role is to allow me to make a positive impact on the people always .

Honesty
Loyalty
Love
Peaceful
Truthful https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iQxKhnBteyX4R-w4_vJTJTAEPmO-OlOd

18/01/2023 22:39:56 0 / 5 Harsh Kumar CSJMA21001390507 BTech/2k21/2 year I'm a human being and as the part of environment my surroundings are other human beings, animal being and non-living being like trees ,river etc.In my words environment is a combination of natural, cultural and socio-economic political.My dream role is to fulfill my work as a himan being and make a balance between technology and environment.my human values are to give respect and importance to everyone's thought , belief and culture.
18/01/2023 22:45:48 0 / 5 Aryan Raj Tomar 314 Mechanical engineering 2nd year 4 sem .
18/01/2023 22:48:00 0 / 5 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpPkIXEJocAU_9qWBKG3bHxNa6GvnR3k
18/01/2023 22:49:13 0 / 5 Aryan Raj Tomar 314 Mechanical engineering. 2nd year 4 sem https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aZRH_HISnSPoMh_oWlLeOnmu89tG5aAt
18/01/2023 22:52:24 0 / 5 Eleshaa bajpai 326 Btech 2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rp7C4DmM4GlhJdu1mKHpUZZOhETfOAuK

18/01/2023 22:56:28 0 / 5 Eleshaa bajpai 326 Btech 2nd year

Hi, my name is Eleshaa bajpai, and I am the student of btech Mechanical engineering and I 
love to understand new and different things daily and I love to gain knowledge . What I am good 
at, and the reason why I am here, is getting efficient processes in place and boosting 
productivity and quality. I am not the best at remembering names but that’s why I will happily 
take your card. I am looking forward to work with you in the future.”
The Environment is our basic life support system and is composed of living beings, physical 
surroundings, and climatic conditions. It is derived from a French word, “Environner”, which means “to 
surround”. The term environment includes all biotic and abiotic entities around us. Biotic refers to the 
world of living organisms, whereas Abiotic refers to the world of non-living elements. The Environment 
provides us with the essential elements – air, water, food, and land which are essential for life to 
flourish on the Earth. 

The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring 
naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of 
Earth. This environment encompasses the interaction of all living species, climate, weather and natural 
resources that affect human survival and economic activity.[1] The concept of the natural environment 
can be distinguished as components:
Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the 
countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, 
constructions and built environments from different
The speakers in the first session distinguished between two dimensions—if not deeper 
understandings—of environmental crises. First, and in line with a realist epistemology, the part of 
nature that surrounds human societies (the environment) is rapidly changing. These changes are man made and—as humans depend on a broad range of ecosystem services—will profoundly affect human 
societies. Second, drawing on a constructivist epistemology, the framing of a given environmental change—including the question of whether it even constitutes a crisis at all—is heterogeneous and
often contested.

Everyone on this planet has a big dream. Likewise; I also have a childhood dream. This dream is not only  my dream, it’s my father’s, mother’s dream. I want to become an IPS officer & serve my state & most of  all my country. I want to help poor people. Also, I want to give free education to the poor children who  could not afford fee & all. My parents provide that I need & they encourage me to do hardwork. I am trying my best to make my  parents proud. I study day & night for the said exam. I read The Hindu newspaper every single day to  keep myself updated regarding the recent happenings. I don’t procrastinate things. I am an avid reader. I  love to read polity, geography, history, civics, etc. And I hope one day I will crack the exam

Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are 
considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because 
they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bKCjaGav_bTkUojUrHKNafeAs-HhH9AJ

18/01/2023 22:57:07 0 / 5 Diplesh tiwari 322 MEE My name is diplesh tiwari I am 20year old I study in class b.tech I study at c.s.j.m.u Kanpur I am live kalyanpur Kanpur it is a big area I like playing cricket match The natural environment is the thin layer of life and life supports called the biosphere that contains the earth air soil water and living organisms.cultral  environment are environment shaped by human activities such as cultural and scapes in the couni forest urban areas and cities fixer archeological structure.The economics environment is a major determinant of global marypotebtial and opportunity.in today global economy capital movement are the driving forces produi is uncoupled from employment and capitalism has vanquished communision  My dream role is to allow me to make a positive impact on the people always honesty,truthful,peaceful,loveThe human values refer to those values which are at the love of being human the value which are considered basic inherently values in human include truth ,honesty, layalty ,love ,peace 
18/01/2023 23:17:09 0 / 5 Mohd. Irfan 332 mee 2k21 My name is mohd irfan khan i am from aligarh my village is ragaspuri post barauli my father is farmer my mother is housewife and natural surrounding The natural envirnment is the thin layer of life and life supports called the biospher that contains the earths air soil and living organisms . Cultural envirnment are environments sphaped by human activities such as cultural. Landscapes in the countryside forest urban areas and cities  fixed archeological structural onland or water distribution of resources money and power  around the world is known as socioeconomic envirnment. Political envirnment comprise of those elements that are related to government affairs in the type of government on the people alwas .My dream role is to allow me to make a positive impact on the people always and help the poor people Love peaceful truthfull honestly 
19/01/2023 17:10:05 0 / 5 Tubhyam sharma 350 Btech 2nd year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Or0KrDPQI-Uukwi8hq7w_3EPxaRKCw2
19/01/2023 17:16:17 0 / 5 Aman katiyar 505 Mee( 2year) An Environment is everything that is around us, which includes both living and nonliving things such as soil, water, animals and plants, which adapt themselves to their surroundings.The social environment, social context, sociocultural context or milieu refers to the immediate physical and social setting in which people live or in which something happens or develops.Managed environments include naturally occurring features such as trees, grass and water, but have also been managed by humans and have features to reflect this. An example of this could be a park. It’s naturalBasic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human.

19/01/2023 17:19:03 0 / 5 Praveen Kumar 336 B.tech MEE My name is Praveen Kumar I'm in b.tech 2 year from UIET Kanpur 

 The natural environment is the thin layer of life and life supports called the biosphere,that contains the earth's air,soil,water and living organisms.

Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forest,urban areas and cities, fixed archeological structures on land or water.

Distribution of resources,money and power around the world is known as socioeconomic environment.

Political environment comprise of those elements that are related to government affairs in the type of government in power.My dream role is to allow me to make a positive impact on the people always.

Honesty

Truthful

Peaceful

Love
19/01/2023 17:45:44 0 / 5 Mohammad Navaz 508 B tech/ 2nd year/ 3rd semester My name is Mohammad Navaz I'm from kanpur.I'm currently studying in b.tech 2nd year mechanical engineering at csjm university.An environment is everything that is around us which is includes both living things and non living things such as soil,water,animals and plants, adapt themselves to their surroundings.My dream role would allow me to make a positive impact on people every day. My basic human values refer to those values which are at the cire of being human like truth,honesty,loyalty,love,peace etc.

19/01/2023 17:50:02 0 / 5 Praveen Pal 337 Btech Mee (2nd year) My name is praveen pal and I am studying in Btech (2nd year) 

2. The natural environment is the thin layer of life and life supports called the biosphere,that contains the earth's air,soil,water and living organisms.

Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forest,urban areas and cities, fixed archeological structures on land or water.

Distribution of resources,money and power around the world is known as socioeconomic environment.

Political environment comprise of those elements that are related to government affairs in the type of government in power.My dream role is to allow me to make a positive impact on the people always.

4.Honesty

Truthful

Peaceful

Love

19/01/2023 21:43:15 0 / 5 Ankit gautam 354 Mee 2nd year Myself ankit gautam and I m doing mechanical engineering.
Natural:-The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
Cultural:-Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a2qj-HJAX9RHY4_r0es_DjLo4xRxzOLV

19/01/2023 22:42:23 0 / 5 Devanshu Singh 321 Btech mechanical engineering
My name is devanshu Singh I'm from kanpur my hobbies travel and eat 

The natural environment is a layer of life containing earth’s air,water,soil and living organisms.
(ii).The behaviour,norms and values that we use to elaborate our physical and social environment.
(iii).Political economy is the interdisciplinary branch of the social science that focuses on the 
interrelationships among individuals, government and public policy.My dream role is to become an entrepreneur.My human values are loyalty,peace and honesty.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xrZzvjnHnvostEP1FYkX6FNfRJmR_Mjj

20/01/2023 09:50:31 0 / 5 Sankalp Gaur CSJMA21001390358 Btech 2nd year
I'm sankalp Gaur and I'm good in athletics
I'm surrounded by natural environment and good people Environment is natural atmosphere surrounding usI want to be programmer Trust is important in relationship 

21/01/2023 15:23:56 0 / 5 Shashvat Tiwari CSJMA21001390103 Cse-2 2k21 2nd year  I am Shashvat Tiwari. I am pursuing Btech from UIET CSJMU kanpur in cse branch. I live in shivaji boys hostel which is near csjmu helipad in front of university stadium. There is lush greenery in my surroundings.

Natural environment encompasses all living and non living things occurring naturally.
Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as bridges, roads, power lines etc.
Socio economic environment shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.
Political environment compromise those elements that are related to govt affairs in the type of govt in power.My dream role is to optimise the use of power and resources in a right direction to achieve sustainability 

My human values are
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, and integrity.https://drive.google.com/open?id=11JJTowNPv_ZRf1_MHC-UDPIBykiQ19ln

21/01/2023 15:30:07 0 / 5 Mohammad Kaif Khan CSJMA21001390070 CSE 2 (2k21) I am Mohammad Kaif Khan, I am pursuing B.Tech from UIET, CSJMU, Kanpur and I live in D Block of Shivaji Boys Hostel of CSJMU.

Natural environment encompasses all living and non living things occurring naturally.
Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as bridges, roads, power lines etc.
Socio economic environment shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.
Political environment compromise those elements that are related to govt affairs in the type of govt in power.My dream role is to optimise the use of power and resources in a right direction to achieve sustainability

My human values are
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, and integrity.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l57gZAqpxzL0lTf9zb8bds6Ka4qBGJhC

22/01/2023 10:14:39 0 / 5 Neeraj Kumar Rawat CSJMA21001390073 CSE 2/ 2k21/2nd year
This is Neeraj Kumar Rawat. I' am persuing BTech from CSJM kanpur.
I live in Shivaji Boys Hostel which is near helipad. There is University stadium in front of my hostel.

Natural environment encompasses all living and non living things occurring naturally.
Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as bridges, roads, power lines etc.
Socio economic environment shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.
Political environment compromise those elements that are related to govt affairs in the type of govt in power.My dream role is to optimise the use of power and resources in a right direction to achieve sustainability

My human values are
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, and integrity.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s1MnMd7ZQTdwkvPDgi1B2hfduyqKVeY4

27/01/2023 14:14:55 0 / 5 Shubham Maurya CSJMA21001390112 Cse-2/2k21/2nd year I am Shubham Maurya. I live in Shivaji Boys hostel near helipad. There is huge stadium of university in front of my hostel. There are lot of trees and plants in my hostel.

Natural environment encompasses all living and non living things occurring naturally.
Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as bridges, roads, power lines etc.
Socio economic environment shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.
Political environment compromise those elements that are related to govt affairs in the type of govt in power.My dream role is to optimise the use of power and resources in a right direction to achieve sustainability

My human values are
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, and integrity.https://drive.google.com/open?id=172sN4gxMkCYUKfBIiLEG3S4b8Z0AkBON

27/01/2023 14:50:46 0 / 5 Vaibhav Mishra CSJMA21001390124 CSE 2/2021 I am Vaibhav Mishra. I live in Shivaji Boys Hostel near helipad. There is huge University stadium in front of my hostel. There is lush green environment around me.

Natural environment encompasses all living and non living things occurring naturally.
Cultural environment are environments shaped by human activities such as bridges, roads, power lines etc.
Socio economic environment shapes how communities and individuals can gain the resources needed to meet their basic human needs.
Political environment compromise those elements that are related to govt affairs in the type of govt in power.My dream role is to optimise the use of power and resources in a right direction to achieve sustainability

My human values are
truth, honesty, loyalty, love, and integrity.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hUZAFC2N3cHegpz3-sQqEAAjXB8FH9w5

27/01/2023 16:17:55 0 / 5 Shubham Yadav 113 2nd

I'm shubham Yadav persuing BTech CSE branch Csjmu uiet kanpur
Currently I'm leaving in awadhpuri lakhanpur kanpur.
My surroundings are very clean here nagarpalika clean area time to time and people are use dustbin and shopkeepers are also placed dustbin infront of his shops that are good and feel positive environment.

It is the sum of total living things non living things and their effects that influence human life's .
On the basis of natural we define environment as living things or biotics as animals,plants , forest etc.non living things are water ,land ,chair , sunlight etc.
On the basis of social
In society people are living together and and take care of environment do something for live.
On the basis of cultural
The growth development of an individual, society or any institutions.My dream role is to become an ias officer and a good human to serve a good person as to our nation and help person and take care of our environment Human values are care ,love , brotherhood friendship, listening, acceptance and take care of surroundings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kqh_eQM4SOJ6FL4pjazABo8CLbS-x1hc

27/01/2023 16:23:45 0 / 5 Shailesh kumar maurya CSJMUA21001390101 2k21
My name is shailesh kumar maurya. I am pursuing B. Tech with cse branch from uiet kanpur. I love my course and I trying  best in engineering. 
You can use the noun surroundings to mean the nearby environment — all of the objects close by, as well as the location itself — and also the circumstances or conditions where you are. When someone builds a house, the surroundings will help determine which direction it will face and how many windows it will have. Surroundings stems from surround, "be all around," but originally "flood or overflow

Environment can be defined as a sum total of all the living and non-living elements and their effects that influence human life. While all living or biotic elements are animals, plants, forests, fisheries, and birds, non-living or abiotic elements include water, land, sunlight, rocks, and air.
The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas some parts of Earth
Socioeconomics (also known as social economics) is the social science that studies how economic activity affects and is shaped by social processes. In general it analyzes how modern societies progress, stagnate, or regress because of their local or regional economy, or the global economy.

My dream role  in my life is to be good men and a man who is capable for help anyoneHuman values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element when we interact with other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection, empathy and love towards other human beings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RQRPb9IL_6b8uGSpd47ZphV11kFMwK1Ui4kQmkPIjus

27/01/2023 16:26:43 0 / 5 Ritviz Raj CSMJA21001390086 CSE 2, Btech,2k21 My name is Ritviz Raj. I am from Sant Kabir Nagar.i am pursuing btech cse degree from UIET kanpur, CSJM University. 

Environment means anything that surrounds us. It can be living (biotic) or non-living (abiotic) things. It includes physical, chemical and other natural forces. Living things live in their environment. They constantly interact with it and adapt themselves to conditions in their environment. In the environment there are different interactions between animals, plants, soil, water, and other living and non-living things.

In psychology and medicine, a person's environment is the people, physical things and places that the person lives with. The environment affects the growth and development of the person. It affects the person's behavior, body, mind and heart.

The living conditions of living organisms in an environment are affected by the weather or climate changes in the environment.
(A simple definition of an environment can be stated as a system encompassing all biotic and abiotic elements affecting human life. The biotic or living components comprise all flora and fauna, and abiotic components include water, sunlight, air, climate, etcThe role of my dream is great job , healthy lifestyle  ,big car and I want to help to poor people.Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RqxEssf4bGGeDrTcWLNt9-3aaqRxJou_

27/01/2023 16:43:49 0 / 5 Shubham yadav 113 2k21
Good evening mam I am Shubham Yadav currently I am doing BTECH from CSJM university UIET Kanpur
my surrounding are clean and green ,currently I am live in AWADHPUR Kanpur ,here roads are clean and Shopkeeper take care of surroundings he kept dustbins in front of their shops.

1. Natural environment :-  A environment that interact with Living Non-living things are natural environment such as plants ,forest ,animals etc.
2. Cultural :- A customs and behaviors that are in living area peoples are follow.
3. Socio-Economic :- In which we clean our surroundings by a community and we giving money to people who are not able to complete his need.My dream role is to become an IAS officer to serve our nation and helps to people .

My human values are :-
1. honesty 
2. Care 
3. love 
4. Respect others 
5.  Care of society and family also my friends https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q1x9wipdsjS3RPjEjH3gQDNx6lPBYkEw

27/01/2023 16:58:54 0 / 5 Farhan Ahmad CSJMA21001390047 BTECH/CSE1/2

Hi! I'm Farhan Ahamad. CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and
Engineering Department.
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is
surrounded.

1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and
non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most
often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2. Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as
cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological
structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along
with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.
3. Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The
combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and
preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall
business environment. From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.

Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human.
The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty,
loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings
and society at large. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TQORt37EnSJHN1Oz5cEQYsO5FpHBMDhw

27/01/2023 18:39:19 0 / 5 Yash Kumar Kashyap CSJMA21001390131 CSE-2 2K21 Hello My self Yash I am a B-Tech CSE Student , My Surrounding typically includes a variety of buildings, such as academic buildings, dormitories, libraries, athletic facilities, and administrative offices. These buildings are often located on a large campus, which may also include green spaces such as lawns, gardens, and parks. The surrounding may also include nearby shops, cafes that cater to the college community.

1.Natural environment refers to the physical surroundings and conditions in which living organisms exist, including air, water, soil, climate, and topography.

2.Cultural environment refers to the set of shared beliefs, values, customs, behaviors, and artifacts that characterizes a group or society.

3.Socio-Economic Political environment refers to the economic and political systems, institutions, and conditions that influence the way people live and work together, including factors such as income, education, and political power.My Dream role is to be a Software Engineer where I can 1.Work on cutting-edge technologies and challenging projects that align with their interests and skills. 2.Continuously learn and improve their skills through training and mentorship opportunities. 3.Make a positive impact on society through their work, such as by developing innovative solutions to pressing global issues like climate change or healthcare.

My Human Values include:

1.Honesty and integrity: being truthful and transparent in one's actions and communications
2.Respect: treating others with dignity and consideration
3.Fairness and justice: treating all people equally and without discrimination
4.Responsibility: being accountable for one's actions and decisions
5.Compassion: showing empathy and concern for others
6.Courage: facing challenges and adversity with strength and determination
7.Perseverance: working hard to achieve goals despite obstacles
8.Creativity: using imagination and innovation to solve problems
9.Self-improvement: continually working to better oneself

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g5nzEBLt2Of6nwpuwacireoSPSHir-of

27/01/2023 21:46:10 0 / 5 Yash Kumar Kashyap CSJMA21001390131 CSE-2 2K21

I am Yash Kumar Kashyap , a student of the CSJM UNIVERSITY UIET KANPUR, Pursuing my B-tech Computer Science and Engineering.”
My Surrounding typically includes a variety of buildings, such as academic buildings, dormitories, libraries, athletic facilities, and administrative offices. These buildings are often located on a large campus, which may also include green spaces such as lawns, gardens, and parks. The surrounding may also include nearby shops, cafes that cater to the college community.

1.Natural environment refers to the physical surroundings and conditions in which living organisms exist, including air, water, soil, climate, and topography.

2.Cultural environment refers to the set of shared beliefs, values, customs, behaviors, and artifacts that characterizes a group or society.

3.Socio-Economic Political environment refers to the economic and political systems, institutions, and conditions that influence the way people live and work together, including factors such as income, education, and political power.
My Dream role is to be a Software Engineer where I can  1.Work on cutting-edge technologies and challenging projects that align with their interests and skills.  2.Continuously learn and improve their skills through training and mentorship opportunities.  3.Make a positive impact on society through their work, such as by developing innovative solutions to pressing global issues like climate change or healthcare.

My Human Values include:
1.Honesty and integrity: being truthful and transparent in one's actions and communications
2.Respect: treating others with dignity and consideration
3.Fairness and justice: treating all people equally and without discrimination
4.Responsibility: being accountable for one's actions and decisions
5.Compassion: showing empathy and concern for others
6.Courage: facing challenges and adversity with strength and determination
7.Perseverance: working hard to achieve goals despite obstacles
8.Creativity: using imagination and innovation to solve problems
9.Self-improvement: continually working to better oneself

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18bjbJZORIjdpX2gpPO91tjovVhMqpxJQ

27/01/2023 21:49:38 0 / 5 MD ALTAF SHEKH CSJMA21001390069 CSE 2 

 Hi! I'm MD ALTAF SHEKH. CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and Engineering Department.
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.

2.Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas
 
3.Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business

From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.
Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l6DimkIolVyG0DvQwEl-P94F1iknY6A0

27/01/2023 22:07:18 0 / 5 Raj Vardhan Singh CSJMA21001390083 CSE-2  Hi! I'm Raj Vardhan Singh. Currently pursuing B-Tech from CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR in Computer Science and Engineering Department. I am an enthusiast and always try to learn new things. I love coding and tries to learn new things in it. I always keeps myself and my surrounding positive. Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2.Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.
3.Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socio-economic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.

My dream role is to become an Enterpreneur. Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DwV2vb4D3_FPwtazglZyxI71w-b4frqa

27/01/2023 22:14:24 0 / 5 Sahil Hashmi CSJMA21001390094 CSE-2/2K21/2023
Hi I'm Sahil Hashmi .CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and Engineering Department.
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.
Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.

From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.
Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yf9z9DVLpkeQzACEDxiTNZuj9G5kxiGr

27/01/2023 23:06:28 0 / 5 sumit yadav csjma21001390116 cse-2

I am Sumit yadav persuing Btech cse branch csjmu uiet Kanpur
Currently I am live in awadhpuri lakhanpur Kanpur .
My surroundings are neat and clean here nagarpalika communities take care of cleaneness to our surrounding. Shopkeepers are keep dustbin infront of their shop that are good for environment not spread pollution .

It is the sum of total living nonliving things and their effects that influence the human lif e.
On the basis of natural :
We define environment as living things or biotic as animals
, plants , forest ,humans etc.
Non-living things are water , sunlight , land etc. On the basis of cultural and socio-economic :
In society people are living together and and take care of environment do something for live and growth development of an individual society or any institutions .take care of our society and help persons and also focus on environment to by many method on time to by seminar and do much more plantation .

Human values are care ,love , acceptance
,friendship , listening and take care of our surroundings.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V6sDeO99Uo-ItPyM_Eo5MtvtNPbH5vco

29/01/2023 16:25:31 0 / 5 Devansh chandel CSJMA21001390043 Cse/1/2021  Iam devansh chandel  and there are various things in my surrounding in which all the creature   lives in coordination with each othernatural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally. The become a person with good human and environmental valuesRespect, taking action after seeking pros and cons

29/01/2023 17:19:55 0 / 5 Adarsh Sonkar CSJMA21001390006 CSE/2nd year/2021 I am a 2nd year computer science and engineering student from UIET, CSJM University. And preparing myself for upcoming technologies and skills to enter a era of IT world.

Natural:The natural environment comprises of all the living and non-living beings that occur naturally on earth such as rocks, waterfalls, air, water, etc. They are renewable resources.
Cultural:The cultural environments are molded by human activities such as urban areas and cities, forests, cultural landscapes, archaeological structures on water or land, constructions, roads, bridges, industrial and harbor areas, and power lines. They are a non-renewable resource that is in constant connection with development and renewal.
Socio-Economic Political: It consist of geopolitical,GDP, health, education, privilege,law,and justice components which build a healthy environment for countries and are human-human relationship other than natural environment as a political environment.My dream role is to become software development engineer in MNC to gain experiences and learn new skills and technologies and most especially team work, leadership, collaboration in a project and finally to do something of my own.Human values are the core values that make up my personality and define how we act in life. These values are very important as they make up who we are and are what guide us through life. The values that we hold determine who we want to be as well as how we live our lives and the decisions that we make on an everyday basis. Without these values, our lives would become chaotic and there would be no meaning behind any of the things that we do or say.

30/01/2023 15:30:31 0 / 5 Rupesh shukla CSJMA21001390089 Cse 2

 Hi! I'm RUPESH SHUKLA . CSJM UNIVERSITY KANPUR. Computer Science and Engineering Department.
Here in my scene surrounding is the circumstances, conditions, or objects by which one is surrounded.

 1. Natural:- The natural environment or natural world encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally, meaning in this case not artificial. The term is most often applied to the Earth or some parts of Earth.
2.Cultural:- Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages, along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas.
3.Socio-Economic political:- It is also known as “Socioeconomic Environment”.The combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. The socioeconomic environment is part of the overall business environment.

From the normal particles of soil to the big galaxies nature defines some work for everyone for human also have very important work defined by environment.So my dream role in the environment is to contribute as much as I can to the environment.Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mR2n1f-pRs_C1CSVQwiP-h673VMquxPY

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kRN99F36DkNjd5bSfHD2PiHiOOpqxEVn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KeqZXkaNVEdWkgDiXXe-ZDE3GzXXkG2f
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Crmq0kJoTMKRTaJYpOF-UCbFSzP8JEdo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XwVcc28qv1IWCiM0RttI8Wwd47BVRkcg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zOWR3b66ouGcFdPzP2TEBXcMweBvJYGq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18ocUAOijauA3HoMd1pEPFL177oYZrrq3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1amlwzmqKANJSzxU1r6S6A0oQV9s6fvVI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iQxKhnBteyX4R-w4_vJTJTAEPmO-OlOd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpPkIXEJocAU_9qWBKG3bHxNa6GvnR3k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aZRH_HISnSPoMh_oWlLeOnmu89tG5aAt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rp7C4DmM4GlhJdu1mKHpUZZOhETfOAuK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bKCjaGav_bTkUojUrHKNafeAs-HhH9AJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Or0KrDPQI-Uukwi8hq7w_3EPxaRKCw2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a2qj-HJAX9RHY4_r0es_DjLo4xRxzOLV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xrZzvjnHnvostEP1FYkX6FNfRJmR_Mjj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11JJTowNPv_ZRf1_MHC-UDPIBykiQ19ln
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l57gZAqpxzL0lTf9zb8bds6Ka4qBGJhC
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s1MnMd7ZQTdwkvPDgi1B2hfduyqKVeY4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=172sN4gxMkCYUKfBIiLEG3S4b8Z0AkBON
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hUZAFC2N3cHegpz3-sQqEAAjXB8FH9w5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kqh_eQM4SOJ6FL4pjazABo8CLbS-x1hc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RQRPb9IL_6b8uGSpd47ZphV11kFMwK1Ui4kQmkPIjus
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RqxEssf4bGGeDrTcWLNt9-3aaqRxJou_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q1x9wipdsjS3RPjEjH3gQDNx6lPBYkEw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TQORt37EnSJHN1Oz5cEQYsO5FpHBMDhw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g5nzEBLt2Of6nwpuwacireoSPSHir-of
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18bjbJZORIjdpX2gpPO91tjovVhMqpxJQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l6DimkIolVyG0DvQwEl-P94F1iknY6A0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DwV2vb4D3_FPwtazglZyxI71w-b4frqa
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yf9z9DVLpkeQzACEDxiTNZuj9G5kxiGr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V6sDeO99Uo-ItPyM_Eo5MtvtNPbH5vco
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mR2n1f-pRs_C1CSVQwiP-h673VMquxPY


eleshaa Score Name Roll Number Class/Batch/Year Introduce yourself & your surroundingDefine environment in your words: 1. Natural 2. Cultural 3. Socio-Economic PoliticalWhat is your dream role? Discuss your human valuesMake  a  word File of all the questions & answer & Submit it

01/02/2023 18:45:01 0 / 5 Angad Chaudhary 178( Branch changed) CSE -2/2K21/ 2nd year I'm Angad Chaudhary and I'm a computer science engineering student from gorakhpur basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XU3rF2CussbMP_9vcKv-84pSCEFR8VaQ

02/02/2023 10:51:09 0 / 5 Saurabh  Tiwari CSJMA21001390100 Cse-2 2nd year I'm saurabh Tiwari and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_END16EqzGEylk61JRWfNK2ZTY3JGNCP

02/02/2023 10:52:57 0 / 5 Shobhit CSJMA21001390108 CSE2 2K21 I'm Shobhit and I'm a computer science engineering student from Gorakhpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zrsnIxhxflew07fl41v0aGi-Ydwyu-xa

02/02/2023 10:54:22 0 / 5 Noorullah Ahamad CSJMA21001390075 CSE-2(2021) I'm Noorullah Ahamad and I'm a computer science engineering student from Kushinagar, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sMEq0K3RxnKunGhkFalgZq3G6thaXBXS

02/02/2023 10:55:01 0 / 5 Priyanshu Verma CSJMA21001390082 B-Tech CSE-2 2k21 I'm Priyanshu Verma and I'm a computer science engineering student from Ghazipur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dFk99HuV01znwpu-u5T42CKBYh2OjYTb

02/02/2023 10:56:20 0 / 5 Saurabh Tiwari CSJMA21001390100 Cse-2 2nd year I'm saurabh Tiwari and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FSOyu4E_bCNgI7a-zWg8RQUzui5CipSo

02/02/2023 10:56:39 0 / 5 Sahil Pandey CSJMA21001390095 Cse 2 I'm Aniket Saroj and I'm a computer science engineering student from kanpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SA3P7U9NRvV6m7S4Kvuu6UcZlRYGuc-X

02/02/2023 10:56:42 0 / 5 Angad Chaudhary 178( Branch changed) CSE -2 / 2K21/2nd I'm Angad Chaudhary and I'm a computer science engineering student from gorakhpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LqL5opUmzdfzwO6Bcovv9wg1mj4tHvt5

02/02/2023 10:56:44 0 / 5 Ritviz Raj CSJMA21001390086 CSE 2/2k21
My name is Ritviz Raj. I am from Sant Kabir Nagar.i am pursuing btech cse degree from UIET kanpur, CSJM University.

Environment means anything that surrounds us. It can be living (biotic) or non-living (abiotic) things. It includes physical, chemical and other natural forces. Living things live in their environment. They constantly interact with it and adapt themselves to conditions in their environment. In the environment there are different interactions between animals, plants, soil, water, and other living and non-living things.

In psychology and medicine, a person's environment is the people, physical things and places that the person lives with. The environment affects the growth and development of the person. It affects the person's behavior, body, mind and heart.

The living conditions of living organisms in an environment are affected by the weather or climate changes in the environment.
(A simple definition of an environment can be stated as a system encompassing all biotic and abiotic elements affecting human life. The biotic or living components comprise all flora and fauna, and abiotic components include water, sunlight, air, climate, etc

The role of my dream is great job , healthy lifestyle  ,big car and I want to help to poor people.Basic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at largehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=14BHjNHyQUPq1R9Gn8vE1mTucM-K7HjWr

02/02/2023 10:56:45 0 / 5 Vinay CSJMA21001390129 Cse-02 I am vinay Rai, and my surrounding is green and clean 

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.

To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LUTI55PLBhh32ra-pegKvY4jPWM7Yg1U

02/02/2023 10:56:49 0 / 5 SHIKHAR SINGH CSJMA21001390104 CSE-2  2K21 I'm Shikhar Singh and I'm a computer science engineering student from Mirzapur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organization and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R-tD9A_pKvqboNlZrKUhbMFFfE1cIGu7

02/02/2023 10:56:58 0 / 5 Shubham Yadav 113 Cse2 I am shubham Yadav cse branch currently I am live in awadhpuri kanpur my surroundings are green and clean 

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_5lcG2M6LYGHihLlZJF7ecI-AtVvoB0c

02/02/2023 10:57:07 0 / 5 Kshitij sharma 067 B.tech/cse2/2021 I'm kshitij Sharma and I'm a computer science engineering student from Ayodhya, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CzZtdDkpjjJdIYoaPmamSdlUHCBqEXOs

02/02/2023 10:58:28 0 / 5 Nitish Kumar CSJMA21001390074 CSE2/2K21 I'm Nitish Kumar and I'm a computer science engineering student from Kanpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us. 

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DdbLS4nyDB8TfG6q-7wEEQO0-ZcswABS

02/02/2023 10:58:48 0 / 5 Rishabh kumar sharma CSJMA21001390085 Cse 2 I'm rishabh sharmaand I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ISr6cSqV3ud4mLoHEgFAF5goQUrq22PY

02/02/2023 10:59:54 0 / 5 Vishesh Singh CSJMA21001390130 Cse2 2k21 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EBbHMBbp3Tp2vFxdNPzX2UvXfup_AVka

02/02/2023 11:00:44 0 / 5 Sachin CSJMA21001390091 Cse 02 I am Sachin, my surrounding is neat and clean

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.

To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dEVMI_Pz6NOaRnQbb0h9WkhQmDERL3hW

02/02/2023 11:00:49 0 / 5 Shivdayal Verma CSJMA21001390105 BTech CSE -2    2nd year I'm Shivdayal Verma and I'm a computer science engineering student from Noida, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ffPjI7iKE7NZpgnKelxQKSL70-qexN8V

02/02/2023 11:00:52 0 / 5 Shivansh Gautam CSJMA21001390107 Cse2 / 2k21 /2 I'm Shivansh Gautam and I'm a computer science engineering student from kanpur,b basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1555uOdwjf7h8wGpjmIwBTTlbhoeEDlA1

02/02/2023 11:00:52 0 / 5 Ujjwal Kumar Srivastav CSJMA21001390122 B Tech Cse2  2021-2025 I do what is needed and after that following my passion.

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.Philanthropist To help others

02/02/2023 11:01:17 0 / 5 Sameer Sheikh Mansoori Csjma2100130096 b.tech 2021 I'm sameer sheikh mansoori and I'm a computer science engineering student from kanpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QAugmIai-wpr_QfMf2BJpreaWwkd62hI

02/02/2023 11:01:21 0 / 5 Pradeep Yadav CSJMA21001390080 CSE/2K21/2nd Myself Pradeep Yadav and I'm pursuing B.tech from Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj University, Kanpur. Surrounding consists of all natural as well as man-made things.

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.My dream role is to be a simple human who see every circumstances in a positive way.

Human values are ideas that guide us to live in harmony and put some values in our life  Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wkdLALKdNtFusjHAHft_aty215jixRve

02/02/2023 11:04:53 0 / 5 Shivam Kumar 21001390106 Cse-2,2020 I'm Shivam kumar and I'm a computer science engineering student from noida, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cPA8bapR_taFcbaa0ExlzpxtgUk5mLLC

02/02/2023 11:06:13 0 / 5 Tanish Kumar Gupta CSJMA21001390120 CSE-2 2K21 I'm Tanish Gupta and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xZF0309LtgXkbwMYBIW3kycz3r9P1vWj

02/02/2023 11:06:14 0 / 5 Prahlad Aryan Yadav 81 B.tech cse 2 /2nd year I'm prahlad aryan yadav and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XecY5Dv-1bfhD0CHD_8M447TpQNOFhYx

02/02/2023 11:08:04 0 / 5 Mohd Haseeb Ali CSJMA21001390071 B.TECH(CSE)/2 I'm Mohd Haseeb Ali and I'm a computer science engineering student from Agra, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us... 

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iS3-MyLxr1uYRGTHxuJdTLCPcX-LKlZp3aMSQHf0zVs

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XU3rF2CussbMP_9vcKv-84pSCEFR8VaQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_END16EqzGEylk61JRWfNK2ZTY3JGNCP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zrsnIxhxflew07fl41v0aGi-Ydwyu-xa
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sMEq0K3RxnKunGhkFalgZq3G6thaXBXS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dFk99HuV01znwpu-u5T42CKBYh2OjYTb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FSOyu4E_bCNgI7a-zWg8RQUzui5CipSo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SA3P7U9NRvV6m7S4Kvuu6UcZlRYGuc-X
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LqL5opUmzdfzwO6Bcovv9wg1mj4tHvt5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14BHjNHyQUPq1R9Gn8vE1mTucM-K7HjWr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LUTI55PLBhh32ra-pegKvY4jPWM7Yg1U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R-tD9A_pKvqboNlZrKUhbMFFfE1cIGu7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_5lcG2M6LYGHihLlZJF7ecI-AtVvoB0c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CzZtdDkpjjJdIYoaPmamSdlUHCBqEXOs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DdbLS4nyDB8TfG6q-7wEEQO0-ZcswABS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ISr6cSqV3ud4mLoHEgFAF5goQUrq22PY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EBbHMBbp3Tp2vFxdNPzX2UvXfup_AVka
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dEVMI_Pz6NOaRnQbb0h9WkhQmDERL3hW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ffPjI7iKE7NZpgnKelxQKSL70-qexN8V
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1555uOdwjf7h8wGpjmIwBTTlbhoeEDlA1
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QAugmIai-wpr_QfMf2BJpreaWwkd62hI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wkdLALKdNtFusjHAHft_aty215jixRve
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cPA8bapR_taFcbaa0ExlzpxtgUk5mLLC
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xZF0309LtgXkbwMYBIW3kycz3r9P1vWj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XecY5Dv-1bfhD0CHD_8M447TpQNOFhYx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iS3-MyLxr1uYRGTHxuJdTLCPcX-LKlZp3aMSQHf0zVs


eleshaa Score Name Roll Number Class/Batch/Year Introduce yourself & your surroundingDefine environment in your words: 1. Natural 2. Cultural 3. Socio-Economic PoliticalWhat is your dream role? Discuss your human valuesMake  a  word File of all the questions & answer & Submit it

02/02/2023 11:08:08 0 / 5 Vikash yadav CSJMA21001390127 CSE 2 I'm vikash yadav and I'm a computer science engineering student from gorakhpur basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YUG33HvsOZJ9ieYLy9R47wbmQfLvVZ1KsqfThUbhHtc

02/02/2023 11:09:51 0 / 5 Parth Dwivedi CSJMA21001390076 Cse2 2k21 I'm Parth Dwivedi and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D5dtN2bFz2Vt1M-lCQHgpGv-h4wx6mEj

02/02/2023 11:51:42 0 / 5 Manshi Yadav CSJMA21001390068 B.Tech 2nd year I'm Manshi Yadav and I'm a computer science engineering student from Allahabad, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us.

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1w7nWMshbSG85mctF3AfxMLfgUBrr7OEy

02/02/2023 12:23:02 0 / 5 Parul Singh CSJMA21001390077 CSE2/2021/2 year https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hnNU6b61TDkl06AnICtoFNCAaWN0_Nme

02/02/2023 14:35:22 0 / 5 Vandana Sharma csjma21001390126 Btech cse-2/2021-25 I'm Vandana Sharma and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1akwaDdtnIlbmXpnswtMLM2-2geHKG6PA

02/02/2023 14:55:58 0 / 5 RUPESH YADAV CSJMA21001390090 cse 2 /2021

Hi, I am Rupesh . I am from Sultanpur. I completed my Intermediate from DPS Public
School, Sultanpur in 2019.
My father is a farmer , and my mother is also a farmer. I have a younger brother who is
pursuing his BCA.
I love playing cricket and have represented my school in many competitions. My active
participation in sports has taught me many skills. I am also an active member of my
school alumni club and take initiative in organizing alumni meets.
I have a fascination for coding languages, so I am learning the C++.&quot;

The “natural environment” is defined in the light of corporate social responsibility (CSR)
as the natural, physical surroundings in which human life takes place. Some would call
it nature, our living planet, life on Earth or the geophysical world, but here it is important
to distinguish between the two words of the term “natural” and “environment.” The
composition of these two words includes and excludes certain features that are
important to understand in relation to CSR.
CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT:
Cultural environments are environments shaped by human activities, such as cultural
landscapes in the countryside, forests, urban areas and cities, fixed archaeological
structures on land or water, constructions and built environments from different ages,
along with bridges, roads, power lines and industrial and harbour areas. 

3. SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT
There are strong connections between social conditions, economic opportunities, and
our health. In a Culture of Health, everyone has the opportunity to live a healthier life,
especially those who face barriers because of where they live or how much money they
make.
The term Socio-political environment as used in this project proposal describes the
context that is predetermined by cultural, political, and religious traditions. It described
the pre-conditions in which communication takes place.My dream role is to plant new varieties of plants .truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peacehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=16RBEfW_TzmhdiCp_z9951zk40ccR2sGn

02/02/2023 15:59:28 0 / 5 Sachin Verma CSJMA21001390093 2021 My name is Sachin Verma currently I am living Kanpur Uttar Pradesh. and my surrounding includes plants, trees, temples, schools, university and pepole living in my colony. and also some animals like cow , dog, cats etcThis environment encompasses the interaction of all living species, climate, weather and natural resources that affect human survival and economic activity.my dream job will be to work for an organization or industry that shares the same faith and is eager to make general facilities accessibleBasic human values refer to those values which are at the core of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y3XTCMWgCfXGjD3YHjdkpEVW0-NAYAVn

02/02/2023 16:27:18 0 / 5 SURYABHAN SINGH CSJMA21001390118 CSE-2 (2K21-2K25) Hi I am suryabhan singh (b.tech - cse 2) student of uiet - csjmu kanpur . In this answer we are share our experience and our surrounding .  We want to start from our village. The village where we come from is very backward and very backward in terms of studies. The road, road, drain and everything there is far behind. I am becoming the first engineer from our villages which is far behind our village and I am also working for the development of our environment . i am just a basic student who wants to envolve as a person daily and keep my surrounding happy . our village and environment  are face problem because here not eligible for jobs and high skills because our education is low and wants to make a high skills and prosperous in our village and i am trying to change our village and environment .

All material which are our surrounding and provide to resource and helpful giving energy resources are environment exp- plants,forest,birds ,sunlight and living and non living elements.
NATURAL ENVIROMENT - The natural envirement is land ,air,water,plants and animals are natural environment . Universal natural resources and physical phenomena that lack clear-cut boundaries, such as air, water, and climate, as well as energy, radiation, electric charge, and magnetism, not originating from civilized human actions.

cultural - It includes the culture that the individual was educated or lives in, and the people and institutions with whom they interact .The social environment, social context, sociocultural context or milieu refers to the immediate physical and social setting in which people live or in which something happens or develops.

socio-economic -Population size and rate of growth.
Age distribution.
Wealth and income disparities.
Social mobility.
Job market mobility and attitude to work.
Health and education levels.MY dream role is make a prosperous and healthy our village and surrounding and i am trying to help any one ane make a good person in our life and trying to improve in day by day and earning money to solve our problem and also i am working in our environment and society making a happy and prosperous.First i am making a good person and wants to giving love and fairness and care most person . making a good person a caring and respect everyone and meke a prosperous and healthy and understanding every prolems and care our family our village and etc.https://drive.google.com/open?id=13ZFyIGmSHEfIW7fsa5yOZd0I2Y_CYAjl

02/02/2023 18:50:43 0 / 5 Vandana Sharma csjma21001390126 Btech cse-2/2021-25 I'm Vandana Sharma and I'm a computer science engineering student from jaunpur, basically surrounding is all the circumstances, people, things, and events around us...

Natural Environment: -   'Natural environment' refers to the non-human-made surroundings and conditions in which all living and non-living things exist on Earth. 
Cultural Environment: - 'Cultural environment' is the set of beliefs, practices, customs and behaviours that are found to be common to everyone that is living within a certain area/region.
Socio-Economic Environment: - It refers to the combination of external social and economic condition that influence the operation and preformation of an organization. 
Political Environment: - The political environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence or limit various organizations and individuals in a given society.To be frank I don't have any specific dream role in my mind yet, but if I had to choose, I would probably say help the other people (especially impoverished people likewise indigent community too) who need help from people like us whether it is financial help or emotional help or physical help as well.

Human values are ideas that guide us in action. Human values ideas consist of truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, fears, policies, goal etc. All these ideas help us in action. These values are considered universal and eternal implementation
to all human beings.
Schwartz describe the ten basic values for human beings.
1. Self-Direction: Freedom of thought; opt creative ideas, explore new world.
2. Stimulation: Enjoyment, innovation and follow dare in life.
3. Hedonism: Follow sense gratification.
4. Achievement: Fulfill personal desire by competing others.
5. Power: Gaining prestige , dominance over people and resources.
6. Security: Establishing stability in the society, maintaining social harmony.https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jfOfqQy7UYrAAzKXZRURi1AZ62uHrlD4

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YUG33HvsOZJ9ieYLy9R47wbmQfLvVZ1KsqfThUbhHtc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D5dtN2bFz2Vt1M-lCQHgpGv-h4wx6mEj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1w7nWMshbSG85mctF3AfxMLfgUBrr7OEy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hnNU6b61TDkl06AnICtoFNCAaWN0_Nme
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1akwaDdtnIlbmXpnswtMLM2-2geHKG6PA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16RBEfW_TzmhdiCp_z9951zk40ccR2sGn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y3XTCMWgCfXGjD3YHjdkpEVW0-NAYAVn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13ZFyIGmSHEfIW7fsa5yOZd0I2Y_CYAjl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jfOfqQy7UYrAAzKXZRURi1AZ62uHrlD4

